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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The project involves the dissemination of a wheel manufacturing technology to overcome a 
constraint on the production of ox-carts by small to medium size workshops. The anticipated 
output is that these workshops will be able to increase the supply of ex-carts to rural 
communities and also diversify their activities into production of other low-cost transport 
devices such as wheelbarrows and handcarts. The objective of the project is to improve the 
access of rural t-ouseholds to these low-cost means of transport, thereby providing significant 
benefits to small-sr.ale farmers. low-income households and particula1y wcmen. 

Phase 2 of the project. which encompases the training and technical programme together 
with associated monitoring and evaluation act~vities1has been completed ar.d the objectives 
satisfactorily achieved. Fifty workshops have been trained in the 1.1se of the wheel 
manufacturing technology and aoout half of these are currently implementir.g the technology 
in producing wheels and axles fer ox--carts and other transport devices. The :echnology has 
proven appropriate for and acceptable to the workshops and there have been no technical 
problems in transferring it. A local infrastructure has been established with :he capability to 
continue traininq in and support ~or the technology. There is a grcwinff deman1 for ox-carts 
produced by trained workshops and this is expected to continue as more carts are put into 
service and rural households tecome more aware of the quality and reliacility of the axle 
assemblies. It is therefore confidently concluded that the project has established a 
sustainable technology which :s having a significant impact on the supply :f ox-carts and 
which has a high potential for further expansion. 

The sellir.g ;>rice of carts produced by trained workshops is intermediate be:-.veen that of the 
larger producers and that of ir.formal sector artisans. However. it is c~r.sidered that the 
reliability and reparability of trese carts provides good value to users :r. terms of high 
availability and low operating c:sts over the life of the cart. The volume cf sales indicates 
there is a good demand for the carts but at present it is not clear which -..:ral groups are 
benefiting from the increased s;.;pply of carts. Therefore in an attempt to ~c~e clearly direct 
benefits to specific target groucs of the project. poorer households and warren, a number of 
lower-cost transport devices. wnich use wheels produced with the technc:cgy, have been 
developed. These comprise a wheelbarrow, a waterbarrow and a low-c:st. light donkey 
cart/handcart. Because the pr~duction of good quality axle assemblies ras overcome a 
constraint on the supply of ox-carts from small and medium sized workshops there has been 
a good take-up of the technology and this part of t~e project has been successful. However. 
the introduction of lower-cost transport devices involves much more work with target groups 
to promote and disseminate t~e devices and this is likely to be a more -::fficult and time 
consuming process. Phase 3 cf the project will concentrate on this process :ut it is probable 
that dissemination will need to :ontinue beyond the end of the project. 

Phase 2 has involved a numter of activities. The outcomes 'lf these ac:ivities are briefly 
summarised below: 

Manufacture of production tools: the production tools comprise a hand-c!=erated bending 
device to form the wheel rims and an assembly jig to ensure accurate welding up of the 
wheel. Manufacture of these toois has been established with medium-size commercial 
workshops as it was felt that this would give the best chance of sustainabilit/ and continued 
availabHity of good quality tocis in the future. It is known that two of the suppliers are 
adverti!ing and marketing the tools outside the project. Some problems were initially 
experienced with consistent quality of tools and IAE may need to monitor this ~iom time to 
time in the future. 



Training programme: 50 workshops have been trained in the use of the wheel 
manufactl.:r:ng technclogy. cove:ing most rural areas of the country. The training has been 
effective - tr2ined wor'-<shops have had few problems in implementing the technology and non 
have '.ndicatcd that the~, have not taken it up because of difficulties in using the technology. 
Almost o.; workshops c~mmented that the training course was relevant and useful to them. 
An effective ne~ork oftr~ining centres has been established to provide on-going training and 
support It is confident!/ anticipated that this will provide a sustainable base for the 
technoiogy and .1 means for on-going dissemination. 

Follow-up of trained wora<shops: about half of the trained workshops are so far 
implementing the technology. Reasons for non take-up of the training range over lack of 
demand for ox-carts. concentr.1tion on other products and continued access to scrap-axles 
(mainly around Harare). Workst·ops initially reported some resistance from rural communities 
to carts incorporating the new wneel technology, but this now appears to be breaking down. 
particular for the mere capab!t.~ workshops producing good quality carts. some with 
guarantee. which report a growin~ -demand for their carts. Tl:e main advantages of the 
technology to the workshops are ~hat it overcomes the constraint on production of carts 
imposed by the limited supply of Sl«lP axles and enables workshops to produce carts of 
better quality and reliability than those with scrap-axles. This gives them a competitive 
advantage. The benefit to rural communities is an increase in supply of better quality and 
more reliable carts. Although the selli"lg price of these carts is in the medium bracket it is 
considered that they will provide better value and lower overall costs over the life of the carts. 
A few workshops hav~ taken up parts of the training to make hubs or rims for scrap axles 
which :s increasing the supply of lower-cost carts. 

Co-ordination of inputs for trained workshops: The main input problem for trai~ed 
workshops has been the supply of wheel bearings. Rolling element (ball or roller) bearings 
are widely preferred for cart wheels but these are generally expensive. Scrap bearings may 
be used but these tend to be unreliable and if used in any quantity soon become scarCP. and 
more costly. The project has been able to identify and establish a supply of low-cost ball 
bearings from China which should overc1.. ...,~ this problem. 

Because of their small requirements and limited cash flow, smaller workshops generally face 
considerable disadvantages in gaining access to materials and in being able to purchase 
ther:i at competitive rates. Since material costs usually con!'titute 70 to 80% of selling price 
this is a major constraint on being able to produce goods at a lower cost. An example is the 
cost of :he wheelbarrow developed in the project. in which the cost of materials is only slightly 
less than the price at which an industrially produced wheelbarrow can be purchased from a 
hardware shop. 

Development and testing programme: Facilities and skills have been developed at IAE for 
testing and evaluating C.:~signs of cart components and other transport devices to ensure that 
they are adequately robust and reliable for their intended use. Field tests have been carried 
out to measure the impact loads applied to the wheels for different types of tyres on earth 
tracks. This information has been used to develop ar. improved design of cart wheel which 
is now being produced by trained workshops. 

A need identified in the project is for a puncture-res;stant tyre for ox-carts which has some 
of the cushioning properties of a pneumatic tyre. Discussions with trained workshops and 
cart users indicate substantial interest in and potential for a tyre of this type. Considerable 
progress has already been rnade in developing a tyre in collaboration with local rubber 
companies and this work will continue at IAE with support from l.T. Zimbabwe and I. T. 
Transport. 



Development of low-cost transport devices: This activity has concentrated mainly on 
developing lower-cost devices which may be more appropriate for particular target groups of 
the project. women and poorer households. Devices developed are a wheelbarrow. 
waterbarrow and handcart. The latter has also been adapted as a light donkey cart. A 
number of wheelbarrows and waterbarrows have already been produced and sold by trained 
workshops. Dissemination of the waterbarrow and handcart/donkey cart is continuing in 
collaboration with organisations working with the target groups as part of Phase 3 of the 
project. 

Institution buifding at IAE: Training and support for the wheel manufacturing technology 
have been full) integrated into the activities of the Rural Technology Training Centre at IAE. 
The staff are very capable of and committed to continuing the activities needed to support 
and disseminate the technology. 

Socio-economic monitoring and evaluation: Surveys carried out in Phase 1 of the project 
indicated the benefits of ownership of ox-carts and this has been confirmed by the wiilingness 
of rural households to invest relatively large sums in the purchase of carts produced in the 
programme. Surveys of trained workshops in Phase 2 have shown that the project has 
removed the main constraint on their production of carts and has increased their supply of 
carts. However. it was not clear that the project was benefiting specific target groups and it 
was decided to concentrate socio-economic inputs on activities to improve the impact of the 
project on these groups. This work, which is continuing in Phase 3. is mainly aimed at 
developing a more effective dissemination strategy, particular for lower-cost transport devices 
which are considered to be appropriate for women and pcorer households. 

A survey of owners of broken down carts confirmed that there is a strong demand for the 
repair of carts and that one of the main constraints on repair work is the very limited 
availability of wheel and axle components. The project can therefore have a substantial 
impact on the rehabilitation of broken down carts which is a relatively low-cost option for 
getting more carts into use. So far. over 100 axles have been sold by trained workshops. but 
rt is considered that there is opportunity for increased impact of the project in this area. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The key feature of this project is a national programme of ttaining and dissemination to 
introduce a wheel manufacturing technology developed by ITDG into small workshops to help 
them overcome a bottleneck in the production of animal-drawn carts (ox-carts). The 
anticipated output is that these workshops will be able to increase the supply of carts to rural 
communities and also to diversify their activities into production of other low-cost vehicles 
such as wheelbarrows and handcarts. The overall objective of the project is to improve the 
access of rural households to these low-cost means of transport, thereby providing significant 
benefits to small-scale farmers, low-income households and particularly women. 

The three-year project is being implemented by the Institute of Agricultural Engineering (IAE), 
Zimbabwe. The Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG) is the contractor for 
the project. providing technical assistance to and supervision of the project. ITOG will also 
carry out socio-economic monitoring and evaluation of the project. 

This report covers activities carried out in Phase 2 of the project which has run for two years 
from June 1992 to June 1994. Two progress reports have been prepared during this period: 

Progress Report No. 1 -

Progress Report No. 2 -

September 1993, covering period June 1992 to June 
1993 

December 1993, covering period July 1993 to 
November 1993 

This final report covers all of Phase 2. but in some cases summarises the outcome of 
activities which have already been described in detail in the progress reports. 

The main activities carried out in Phase 2 have been: 

• organisatim1 of supply of productior tools: 

• a national training programme for workshops covering the use of the wheel 
manufacturing technology: 

• follow-up monitoring of trained workshops to determine the extent of implementation 
of training, problems experienced and outputs resulting from the training 
programme; 

• co-ordinating inputs to workshops where problems have arisen with the supply of 
materials or components needed to implement the technology; 

• development and testing of wheel and axle components; 

• development of low-cost transport device:s to suit the needs of specific target groups 
and to extend the range of outputs of the project; 

• socio-economic activities covering monitoring of users of devices produced in the 
project and a dissemination programme to maximise the impact of the project. 



2. MANUFACTURE OF PRODUCTION TOOLS 

Workshops require two production tools to implement the wheel manufacturing technology 
introduced by the project: 

• a hand-operating bending machine for producing the wheel rims; 

• an assembly jig for setting up the parts of the wheel for welding to ensure 
accurate and consistent construction. 

Basic metalworking tools are also needed, such as a welding set, drill for hole sizes up to 
11 mm diameter. tools for cutting steel sections (hand tools are adequate but a power-saw 
saves time and effort) and a hand-grinder (preferably an angle-grinder). 

The adaptation of the production tools to suit manufacturing facilities in Zimbabwe is 
described in the Phase I Report, Appendix 3.3. Drawings of the equipment and the list of 
materials needed are reproduced in Annex 1. Steel prices have increased by almost 50% 
since April 1992 (the reference date for the material costs) so that the estimated material 
costs of the production tools are now Z$270 for the rim-bender and Z$225 for the 
assembly jig. 

Figure 2.1 shows the production tools in use. Although the rim-bending machine can be 
readily used by one person, it is easier for two people to use it, one guiding the section 
being bent and the other operating the machine. The equipment is simple to operate and 
monitoring of trained workshops has not shown up any problems in the use of the 
production tools. 

Sixty (60} sets of equipment have so far been produced for the project. Fifty (50) have 
been supplied to trained workshops, three have been donated to Hlekweni Technical 
Training Centre, three are in use at IAE and four spare sets are held at IAE. 

The first ten sets were produced in the IAE workshop and a further six were manufactured 
by the Oriefontein Mission Training Workshop. All other sets have been manufactured by 
commercial producers as it was felt that this would be the most sustainable and 
accessible form of supply in the long-term. 

Contracting out the manufacture of equipment to commercial producers has involved 
considerable effort in identifying suitable workshops and in policing quality control. The 
main problem has been to achieve a consistent l9vel of quality of manufacture. This 
appears to be a problem of the attitudes of workshops rather than capabilities. For 
instance. two workshops which initially supplied good quality sets of tools, subsequently 
supplied poor quality tools in follow-up orders. it seerns that these workshops were 
attempting to increase profit margins by cutting production costs, for example by using 
trainee technicians. This appears to be a fairly common problem, and quotations of 
production costs which seem low need to be treated with suspicion. The third workshop 
tried has maintained a consistent level of quality and is the supplier of production tools 
currently recommenoed by IAE. 

A set of tools purchased from the curre~t supplier costs Z$1,600 (about US$200). The 
estimated material costs are around Z$500 and costs of labour and consumable materials 
ZS250 to 300 so that the mark-up to cover overheads and profit margin is about 100%. 
The cost of materials and consumables is quite high for smaller workshops and might 
necessitate a deposit with placement of an order to cover the purchase of these items. It 



(Above) 
Bender being used to 
form the rim for an ox
cart wheel. 

(Left) 
Rim and hub mounted 
in assembly jig and 
spokes being welded 
into position. 

Fig~re 2.1: PRODUCTION TOOLS IN USE 



was, therefore, considered better to organise production of tools by medium-sized 
workshops which have an adequate cash flow to be able to stock sets of equipment for 
demonstration to potential customers and to be able to readily produce additional sets to 
order. These workshops are also likely to be more market orientated with a better 
approach to promotion and customer satisfaction. However, this needs to be balanced 
against the higher overheads and therefore higher prices charged by larger workshops. 

It is known that at least two of the workshops contracted to supply production tools for the 
project are attempting to market them independently. One is advertising in a national 
newspaper and the current supplier has demonstrated the tools at agricultural field days. 
This is a promising development in tenns of broadening the dissemination of the 
technology but at the same time causes some concern regarding the quality of wheels 
and axles produced by workshops which have not been property trained and the effect 
that this might have on the marketing of the technology by workshops trained in the 
project. However, it is felt with some confidence. that this will be offset by the good 
reputation being developed by some of the better workshops trained in the project and the 
guarantees they are providing on the quality of the devices they are producing. The 
possibility of licensing the spread of the technology does not seem very feasible. 



3. TRAINING PROGRAMME 

The main aim of the programme was to train workshops in the use of the wheel 
manufacturing equipment to produce wheels and axles for ox-carts. In order to inaease 
the utility of the equipment the courses also covered the construction of other types of 
wheels and one or two simple vehides to which the wheels could be fitted. 

3.1 Details of Training Programme 

Each course ran fc,- !en days and generally covered the construction of the following 
items: 

• a wheel and axle assembly for an ox-cart; 

• a strengthened bicyde-type wheel to take a standard bicyde tyre. This wheel is 
suitable for use on cyde trailers and light handcarts; 

• a wheel with solid-rubber tyre for use on heavy-duty handcarts; 

• a wheelbarrow wheel with solid-rubber tyre; 

• a wheelbarrow and a handcart. 

Trainees were encouraged to put forward their own ideas on devices they would like to 
construct during the course and, after completing the wheel and axle for an ox-cart some 
flexibility was allowed in modifying the content to match the wishes of the trainees. 

A typical programme for a training course is included in Annex 2. Illustration of typical 
activities are shown in Figure 3.1. 

Eight training courses have been held in six different regions of Zimbabwe. As far as 
possible venues were chosen as the towns where workshops in the region would 
generally travel to obtain their materials. Prior to each course, a survey was made of 
workshops in the region to demonstrate the wheel-making equipment and to identify 
workshops which were both interested in and could benefit from attending a training 
course. The main criteria used to select workshops for a course were: 

• the workshop was already involved in the production of ox-ca:-ts and was 
experiencing problems with the supply of wheels and axles; 

• the workshop had access to the materials, tools and skills needed to make use 
of the course. 

Details of the training courses and the number of participants are listed in Table 3.1. A 
complete list of the workshops trained is included in Annex 3 and their distribution over 
the country is shown in the map of Figure 3.2. The map shows that the training 
programme has effectively covered the country apart from the North-West regiori. This 
regic,n is sparsely populated and there are few workshops. A survey has been carried out 
around Hwange at which four workshops were identified that could benefit from training. 
IAE are intending to carry out a training course in Hwange in January 1995. 



Bendins; a rim from angle-section 

Setting the rim up in the assembly jig 

figure 3.1: TRAINING COURSE ACTIVITIES 
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Figure 3.2: MAP SHOWING LOCATIONS OF TRAINING COURSES AND TRAINED 
WORKSHOPS 



Table 3.1: DETAILS OF TRAINING COURSES 

Course No. Date Venue Number of 
Workshops Trained 

1 July 1992 IAE Harare 5 
2 November 1992 IAE Harare 5 
3 January 1993 Mutare 10 
4 February 1993 BulaNayo 7 
5 May 1993 IAE Harare 4 
6 September 1993 Gokwe 7 
7 November 1993 IAE Harare 3 new and 4 retrained 
8 March 1994 Masvingo 9 

TOTAL 50 
~ 

The training programme has included a number of technical training centres as follows: 

• Driefontein Mission Training School -
Gutu, Midlands 

• Silvera House -

• Chinhoyi Rural Trade School -

• Hlekweni Training Centre -

• Masvingo Technical College -

trained prior to programme and 
retrained during programme 

Harare 

Chinhoyi 

Bulawayo 

Masvingo 

Driefontein Mission, Silvera House and Chinhoyi Rural Trade School are already including 
wheel-making in their courses. whilst Hlekweni Training Centre and Masvingo Technical 
College are planning to introduce courses in 1995. It is known that in addition to the fifty 
workshops trained in the IAE programme at least another ten have so far been trained by 
either Driefontein Mission or Silvera House. 

A good network of training centres has therefore been established to provide ongoing training 
of new workshops and support to those already trained. IAE will also continue to provide 
training and support as required. Contact with workshops will be maintained through the 
Agritex extension network and also through the monitoring activities of the IAE Rural 
Technology Training Centre in connection with this project and their blacksmith training 
programme. 

3.2 Effectiveness of T~aining 

The training was very much "hands-on" so that the trainees leamt effectively by making 
wheels and other devices for themselves. A training manual (see Annex 4) was also 
provided so that trainees would have a reference source to look up if they ran into difficulties 
when implementing the technology in their own workshops. All trainees were able to cope 
quite adequately with the course and there was general agreement that the course was very 
relevant and useful. Follow-up monitoring showed that trainees had few difficulties in using 
the technology in their own workshops and where workstiops ha·.'e not taken up the 
technology it has generally been due to reasons related to their activities and attitudes, rather 
than any difficulties with the technology. 



3.3 Conclusions 

• the project has achievet: its aim of training 40 to 50 workshops in the use of the 
wheel-making technology. The training has covered rural areas throughout most 
of the country. The one major area not yet covered has a fairly low level of 
activity in cart-making, but Will be covered by a course in January 1995; 

• the training has been effective. Trainees have had few problems in taking up 
the technology in their own workshops and there have been no reports of 
workshops not adopting the technology because of difficulties in using it Almost 
all trainees commented that the training course was relevant and useful to them; 

• an effective network of training centres has been established to provide on-going 
training and support. It may confidently be anticipated that this wm provide a 
sustainable base for the technology and a means for on-going dissemination. 



4. FOLLOW-UP TO TRAINING PROGRAllllE 

4.1 Implementation of the Technology 

Regular follow-up visits have been made to trained workshops at roughly four-monthly 
intervals. These have shown that approximately half of the trained workshops are actually 
using the technology. Various reasons were put forward. or surmised. why the other half 
had not taken up the technology. For instance: 

• the low demand for ox-carts resulting mainly from the depressed state of the 
economy. Many small farmers have not fully recovered from the effects of the 
severe drought in 1991192 and do not have the cash needed to purchase a cart -
they also have limited access to credit The other main source of funds used to 
purchase carts. returned funds from migrant workers. appears to have been cut 
by effects of the structural adjustment programme; 

• some workshops are continuing to use up stocks of scrap axles that they have 
accumulated over a number of years. It is likely that some of these workshops 
will adopt the technology as these stocks run out 

• some workshops, particularly those near to the larger urban centres such as 
Harare. are still able to find saap axles for their carts. Fitting a saap axle to a 
cart involves less time and effort than manufacturing an axle assembly, but the 
quality and reliability of the cart may not be as good. The wheel-making 
technology therefore tends to be more beneficial to rural workshops since saap 
axles are usually much more difficult to find in these areas and consequently 
also more costly; 

• although no workshops mentioned difficulties in using the technology, it seems 
likely th~t some did not have the commitment to or capability of manufacturing 
items such as wheel/axle assemblies which for small, informal workshops, 
particular1y those with no training in meta:work, are relatively complex. 

The workshops that are using the technology are producing wheel/axle assemblies of 
varying quality. Again this appears to be a matter of attitude and capability rather than of 
any difficulty with using the technology. Some workshops are cutting comers and 
sacrificing quality to increase profit margins and/or reduce costs. This tends to be more 
common around Harare where there is greater competition from low-cost carts with scrap 
axles prod~ced by the informal sector. Other workshops appear to have little business 
sense and understanding of the need for quality control and customer satisfaction. 

Approximately a quarter of the trained workshops are producing good quality work and it 
is mainly these that will be responsible for developing the reputation of and demand for 
good quality carts with wheel/axle assemblies produced with the technology. Short 
profiles of two typical workshops are presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 

Establishing acceptability of the carts and building up demand is a gradual process which 
will accelerate as more carts are put into the field and people becom•"lnore aware of 
their ouality and reliability. It appears that this process is beginning to gain some 
momentum. Workshops initially reported customer resistance to carts incorporating an 
unfamiliar technology but more recently some workshops have received orders and 
enquiries from up to 1 OOkm away for these specific types of carts. 



There has been some concern that the poor quality carts produced by some trained 
workshops might have a negative effect on the reputation and dissemination of the 
technology. - J combat this, a number of the better workshops are offering a one year 
guarantee for their carts. This also appears to be breaking down customer resistance and 
increasing demand for the carts. 

4.2 Details of Production by Trained Workshops 

The numbers of devices produced by trained workshops up to February 1994 incorporating 
technology acquired through the training programme is as follows: 

• 328 ox-carts; 
• 112 wheeUaxle assemblies for ox-carts; 
• 67 wheelbarrows and water barrows; 
• 15 handcarts. 

In addition, a few workshops are using only parts of the technology. For example, one 
workshop is using the bending device to make wheel rims which are attached to scrap hubs, 
whilst another is fabricating hubs for fitting to scrap rims. The training programme is 
therefore having flow-on benefits to help workshops overcome specific constraints on axle 
manufacture, and in this way is contributing to an increase in the supply of carts at the lower 
end of the price range. For instance, the workshop fabricating hubs for scrap rims is selling 
carts at around Z$1,400. 

The main buying period for farmers is from August to Oc!1Jber when they receive payments 
from the grain marketing board. The production figures will therefore cover mainly the 1992 
and 1993 seasons. The market was very depressed in 1992 because of the drought while 
1993 showed a partial recovery. It is therefore considered that the production figures to date 
are quite promising considering the newness of the technology and the depressed s~te of 
the market. The project impact assessment in ear1y 1995 will include the 1994 sales season 
which is expected to have been slightly better than 1993 and therefore should show a 
significant increase on the above production figures. However, poorer communities are 
suffering significant economic hardships as a result of the structural adjustment programme 
and this will restrict the demand for items such as ox-carts. 

4.3 Details of Products 

The ma1or item covered in the training programme and produced by trained workshops is a 
wheeVaxle assembly for ox-carts. An axle-assembly and a cart fitted witt1 ore of these axles 
are shown in Figure 4.3. Details of the designs and the materials needed are presented in 
Annex 5. 

The cost breakdown for an axle-assembly is shown in Table 4.1 and for a complete cart in 
Table 4.2. It can be seen that the cost of the axle assembly has a large influence on the .;ost 
of the cart. making up roughly 50% of the total cost. The other main cost item is the sheet 
steel used for the body of the cart. 

The main cost items for the axle assembly are tyres and tubes. New agricultural tyres are 
cheaper than motor-vehicle tyres but are still relatively costly. Scrap tyres are much cheaper 
but they are very variable in quality and, because treads are often badly worn, are very prone 
to puncturing. There is therefore considerable potential for and user interest in a low-cost, 
puncture resistant tyre (see development programme in Section 6). 



Figure'· 1: PROALE OF A TRAINED WORKSHOP 

Workshop: 

Owner: 

Facilities: 

Tools and 
Equipment 

Employees: 

When Trained: 

Production of 
Carts: 

Type of Cart: 

Selling Price: 

Other Products: 

Comments of 
Owner: 

Sams' Welders, Bindura 

Samual Muuduri 

Backyard workshop with small store and office building. Facilities 
shared with vehicle repair workshop 

Basic metalworking tools, including welding equipment - no machine 
tools 

Help from vehicle repair technician but otherwise mainly family 
members on a casual basis 

July 1992, IAE, Harare 

49 sold to date 

Good quality cart with steel sheet welded onto a support frame. 
'Mleels fitted with scrap tyres - not always possible to match tyres 

Z$2,800 - includes delivery and 1 year guarantee 

Mainly cart and axle production 

Almost went out of business because of difficulties of finding scrap 
axles. Wrth introduction of wheel manufacturing technology the 
business is flourishing to extent that a business loan has been taken 
out to build new workshop premises. Increased sales of carts has also 
funded purchase of pick-up vehicle which is very importailt in collecting 
materials and delivering carts to buyers. Only advertising has been 
display of ~rts at agricultural field days - main sales are through word 
of mouth, once one cart is sold in a village, four or five others may 
follow. Main problems are availability and cost of materials and high 
cost of loan to set up new premises. 



a aw 

Existing Workshop of Sam's Welders 

Samual Muuduri in front of his new workshop premises 



Figure 4.2: PRORLE OF A TRAINED WORKSHOP 

Workshop: 

Owner: 

Facilities: 

Tools and 
Equipment 

Employees: 

When Trained: 

Production of 
Carts: 

Type of Cart 

Selling Price: 

Other Products: 

Comments of 
Owner: 

Star Engineering, Rusappe 

Mr. Pswari 

Relatively large conaete workshop and yard with small separate office 

Basic metal-working tools, induding welding equipment - no 
machine tools 

Skilled forPman, 3 self-trained craftsmen, 2 semi-skilled handymen and 
2 general hands 

November 1993 at IAE, Harare 

12 made and sold 

Good quality cart with sheet metal body welded onto a support frame; 
wheels fitted with new agricultural tyres and tubes 

ZS3,000 - indudes delivery and 1 year guarantee 

Steel structures and frames, mainly for buildings 

Training course was impetus to-go into cart production, giving the 
opportunity to produce good quality carts. Intends to make cart 
production main activity, possibly accounting for 75% of business. Cart 
put on display in local garage has attracted enquiries from up to 1 OOkm 
away. Feels there is good demand for better quality carts. Main 
problems are variable availability of materials, continual increase in 
steel prices and high interest costs on loan to purchase premises. 



Mr. Pswari with an ox-cart manufactured in his workshop 
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Axle produced by Star Engineering 



Ox-cart axle with detachable-bead wheels and agricultural type tyres 

Ox-cart of typical design produced by trained workshops 

Figure 4.3: MAIN ITEM COVERED IN TRAINING PROGRAMME 
A WHEEUAXLE ASSEMBLY FOR AN OX-CART 



Table 4.1: COST BREAKDOWN FOR A WHEEUAXLE ASSEMBLY 

ftem Material Quanmy Unit Cost Total Cost 
Specification Required (ZS) (ZS) 

Wheel: 

Rim 100 x 6 llat bar 1.23m 28.00/m 34.44 
Beads t6mm round bar 3.2m 7.80/m 24.96 
Clamps 50 x 5 llat bar 0.3m 9.90/m 2.97 
Nuts and Bolts M12 5 3.20 19.20 
Spokes 50 x 50 x 4 angle 0.9m 19.25fm 17.33 

98.90 

Hub: 

Outer Hub 3" pipe 1t0mm 105.40/m 11.60 
Inner Spacer 2.5" pipe 70nvn 88/m 6.16 
Bearing Spacer 1.5" pipe 72mm 52.30/m 3.77 
Beanngs 62082RS - 2 25.00 50.00 

71.53 

Stub Axle: 

Axle 40 dia bright mild 200mm 91.00/m 
steel round 18.20 

End Stud and Washer M24 stud and nut 1 :4.00 
3mm thick washer 1400 

Total Wheel and Stub 202.63 
Axle 

2 Wheels and St~: Axles 202.63 405 26 

Axle Beam 50 x 50 x 5 angle 2 pieces x 1.5m 24.10/m 72.30 

Total WheeUAxre 477.56 
Assembly 

Add 10% for paint and 47.80 
consumable items 525.36 

Tyres: New agricultural 2 275.00 550.00 
(ADV tyres) 

Scrap 16" tyres 2 100.00 20000 
Tubes: 

lllew 16" 2 ;ooo 140.00 

Summary: 

• cost of wlieel/axle assembly (without tyres) ZS525 

• cost of axle assembly with new ADV tyres ZS 1.215 

• cost of axle assembly with scrap tyres Z$8€5 

• labour cost - approximately 3 man days at a total cost of Z$60 



Table 4.2: BREAKDOWN OF COST FOR AN OX-CART 

llem Material Quantity Required Unit Cost Total Cost 
Specification (ZS) (ZS) 

Base Frame and 40 x CO x 5 angle 15m t5.4hn 231.00 
Comer Posts 

Upper Frame 30 x 30 x 4 angle 6m 9.64 57.84 
25 x 4 !lat bar 0.8m 3.65 2.92 

Body {floor and t .6mm thick sheet 2 sheets 3t0 620.00 
sides) steel 2.«mx 1.22m 

Drawpole t 20mm diameter 4m . 25.00 
wooden pole 

Stays for Pole 25 x 5 !lat bar t.8m 4.55 8.20 

Total cart Frame and Body 945.00 

10% for paint and consumables 95.00 
ZS1.040.00 

Wheel axle assembly WCh new ADV tyres 1,215.00 

Wheel axle assembly wl!tl scrap tyres 865.00 

Summary: 

• cost of cart with new ADV tyres Z$2,255 

• cost of cart with scrap tyres Z$1,905 

• labour cost - approximately 6 to 8 man-days at a total cost of ZS120 to 160 



Bearings are another costly item. The cost quoted in Table 4.1 is for new ball bearings 
imported from China. Scrap bearings can be obtained at lower cost but they are variable in 
quality and availability. Any significant use of scrap bearings tends to quickly restrict supply 
and increase prices. 

The cost of materials to make up the wheel/axle assembly is about 20 to 25% of the total 
cost. There is little scope for reducing cost without -:ompromising strength and quality. 

It is difficult to make a comparison between the cost of an axle assembly made with the 
wheel technology and other options, particularly scrap-axles M1ich have been the type used 
on most of the lower-cost carts. Around Harare, scrap-axles are still available at reasonably 
low cost. but in other regions they are very difficult to find and their purchase cost may be 
roughly the same as the manufactured axle assemblies. There may also be sigm;icant extra 
costs involved in the time and travel needed to locate scrap-axles and to transport them back 
to the workshop. The use of scrap-axles may be acceptable to the small workshop or artisan 
that is only making a few carts per year but for the small to medium size workshop that is 
running a small business in cart-making the supply of scrap-axles is too irregular and 
unreliable. The advantages of the wheel technology to these workshops are: 

• it removes the main constraint on production of ox-carts enabling the workshops to 
produce carts on a regular and reliable basis; 

• the manufactured axle-assemblies with new bearings are of a better quality and 
generally more reliable than scrap-axles. Scrap-axles often have badly worn 
bearings which may fail after a fairly short period in service. It is usually very 
difficult to find replacement bearings and carts may be out of service for lengthy 
periods. Surveys of cart-owners (see phase 1 report) have shown that 11p to 20% 
of carts may be out of operation due to bearing failures; 

• the wheel technology therefore gives workshops the opportunity to use their skills 
to produce better quality and more reliabie carts and so create a demand for their 
carts. 

The approximate range of selling price of different types of carts is as follows: 

• carts supplied by larger, centralised producers ZS3.500 

• carts produced by trained workshops - new tyres ZS2.500 to 3,000 
- scrap tyres Z$2,300 to 2,800 

• carts with scrap axles Z$1,500 to 2,500 

The lower cost carts are usually of poor quality, shoddily made, using scrap materials and 
are mainly available only around Harare. The prices listed for carts produced by trained 
workshops are for carts with a new £;1eet steel body. Prices could be reduced by Z$300 to 
400 by using scrap sheet or a wooden plank body. Both these are acceptable options if 
properly made, particrJlarly a wooden body mounted on a steel frame, and are the main 
possibility for producing a reliable, lower-cost cart. 

In terms of initial selling price, the carts produced by trained workshops are in the mid-range 
bracket. However, it is considered that the most important criteria are the total-life cost which 
includes repair costs, and value for money. If a low-cost cart breaks down after one or two 
years and then is out of use for a lengthy period it is of little value to the owner. Since carts 
represent a large investment for their owners, they must be reliable to produce the economic 



llenefit which the owners expect to receive from the investment. It is considered that a major 
impact of the programme will be to increase the supply r)f carts of low total-life cost (initial 
cost plus running costs) and of good value to their owners_ 
Other products being produced by the workshops c.:as a result of the training programme are 
described in Section 7 covering the development programme. 

4.4 Problems Faced by Workshops 

The mt:tin complaints of almost all workshops were: 

• p;Jor cash flow which creates problems in purchasing the materials needed for 
production_ Managing cash flow requires a reasonable degree of good business 
sen~e- Small workshops can sometimes offer more flexible terms to their 
customers and may accept bags of maize or other produce as part payment to 
allow farmers to acquire a cart; 

• high intere~c rates for business loans, 25 to 30%. place a major constraint on 
workshop development, for instar.ce improving facilities or buying a piece of 
equipment ta increase production; 

• the cost of materials is high for small workshops since t.'iey are unable to buy in 
sufficient bulk to C'~tain better access to materials at lower cost They are l!nable 
to hold sufficient stocks to counter variations in the availability of materials; 

• the dependem::e of t.Jsiness on ;.igricultural prcduction and therefore the climate. 
Most small worksh JPS involved in cart produc:ion have secondary product lines 
such as door and windu I! frames but nevertheless were badly hit by the 1992 
drought 

Workshop owners with geed business acumen tend to cope better with these problems and 
many small to medium size workshops could benefit from business training. Courses in 
business training for small-scale enterprises have therefore been started recently at IAE. The 
first course fer workshops involved in cart production was held in September 1994. 

4.5 Selection of Workshops 

An objective of the project was to train 40 to 50 workshops in the use of the wheel-making 
technology, with 6 to 8 works~1ops attending each course. The main selection criteria were 
that workshops should have the resources needed to l!Se the: technology, were already 
involved with cart manufacture and were facing problems with poor access to axle 
assemblies. An attempt was also made to assess the likelihood of the workshop using the 
technology (based on capability, quality of work, business sense etc.) but in order to meet 
the training quota a number of marginal selections were made. There was therefore 
some wastage in the training programme. Workshops were provided with production tools 
at 25% of cost. and time and transport expenses were used up in follow-up visits to 
workshops that did not take up the technology. 

There was a learning curve in the process of selecting workshops. After the first few surveys 
and training courses it became possible to assess fairly accurate:y which w~rkshops were 
likely to benefit from the training and it would have been possible to have elim111ated some 
of the marginal selections. Some wastage is inevitable, but with more stringent selection it 
would probably have been possible to select 30 to 35 workshops with an 80% chance of 
them taking up the technology. It is suggested that the primary objective should be to 



maximise the impact of the technology and this could be more effectively achieved by 
concentrating effort on a smaller number of more capable and committed wor' Jps - for 
instance more time could then be spent on follow-up training on issues such as quality 
control. 

Although only about half of the trained workshops have taken up the whe~I technology to 
date, it seems likely that others will take it up as rural communities become more aware of 
the benefits of the manufactured axle assemblies and demand for carts with these axles 
increases. This will probably create a need for follow-up training by IAE. both in terms of 
refresher courses and in improvirg capability and quality of manufacture. 



5. CO-ORDINATION OF INPUTS FOR TRAINED WORKSHOPS 

5.1 Constraints on Cart Production 

One of the major disadvantages faced by small enterprises compared :o large-scale 
producers is the inability to order materials and components in large e!1ough quantities to 
justify discount prices or to be able to import goods when local supplies are limited. The 
two main problems of materials supply for workshops trained in the prcgramme are for 
sheet steel for the cart body and wheel bearings. The project looked at ways of 
overcoming both of these constraints. 

Sheet steel is not produced in Zimbabwe and therefore has to be imi:crted. Until recently 
supplies have been limited by restrictions on foreign exchange and ccnsequently prices 
have been high. However. the introduction of the economic structural adjustment 
programme (ESAP) has made fore;gn exchange much more readily available and several 
importers are now importing sheet steel. mainly from South Africa. C::mpetition has 
increased the availability of sheet steel and reduced prices. It was ~erefore not 
necessary for the project to become involved in co-ordinating suoplies of sheet steel for 
trained workshops. 

Rolling element (ball or roller) bearings are widely preferred for cart wr.eels. These have 
to be imported and are generally expensive - brand-name bearings (SKF. Timken, Kayo 
etc.) from industrialised countries cost at least Z$100 each. Since fci.;r bearings are 
needed per cart, this cost is too high for smaller producers. Scrap tearings can be used 
but these reduce the reliability of the cart and when used in any quar.~ they soon 
become scarce and costs increase accordingly. Other types of lower-:ost bearings, such 
as bush bearings. have not performed well on carts because of inade!:uate lubrication and 
sealing against ingress of dust and sand. The supply of suitable bear.ngs is always a 
problem to workshops manufacturing wheels and was one of the mair. ::onstraints on 
introducing the wheel-making technology into the trained workshops. !n order to remove 
this constraint. considerable effort was put into locating a low-cost sc1,;rce of rolling 
element bearings, obtaining a sample batch for a$sessment and ther setting up an 
arrangement for trained workshops to be able to purchase these bear~gs. 

Although taper-roller bearings are usually used on motor-vehicle whee.s. it was decided 
that because of lower wheel loads, deep-groove ball bearings would :e adequate for cart 
wheels. These bearings are substantially cheaper than the taper-roller type and can be 
obtained in a sealed and pre-lubricated form which is a significant ter.efit for carts. They 
also require less skill to fit. 

A low-cost source was located in China and a preliminary batch of 1 CCO bearings 
imported at about ZS25 each. A wheel incorporating these bearings ·Nas tested on the 
wheel test rig (see Section 6) and also two cart wheels were field tested. The bearings 
performed satisfactorily and the remaining batch was sold off to trained workshops during 
1993 and 94 at Z$30 each to cover the import and handling costs. 

Workshops hava pledged to purchase a further 1000 bearings during 1994 and the 
Zimbabwe State Trading Company has agreed to import 2000 units at their own risk and 
to sell these in small quantities at a very competitive price of ZS25 each. 



5.2 Problems of Availability and Cost of Materials 

Although, as described above. the main constraints on cart production by trained workshops 
appear to have been overcome. variations in the availability of and the relatively high cost 
of materials continue to be problems for smaller producers. Preferred sizes of steel section 
have been identified for wheel/axle assemblies and for cart construction. but these are not 
always readily available. Workshops may have to spend substantial effort in checking on 
availability of sections with the different steel suppliers and in the last resort may have to use 
the nearest available size. The latter option can increase the weight and cost of the cart. 

The relatively high cost of materials is a particular problem for w:>rkshops attempting to 
produce goods to complete with imported versions. A good example is the local construction 
of wheelbarrows. \Nheelbarrows are widely used in rural areas ~nd were identified as an 
option to increase the product range of trained workshops using wheels made with the wheel 
production tools. 

A design was developed incorporating a steel frame and fabricated steel tray {see Section 
7) and introduced in the training courses. 

A breakdown of the construction cost of the wheelbarrow is shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: CONSTRUCTION COST OF A WHEELBARROW 

Item Material Quantity Unit Cost Cost 
!ZS) (ZS) 

Main frame 30x30x4mm angle 3m 9.64/m 28.92 

Tray 1.5mm steel sheet 0.4 sheet 270/sheet 108.00 

Comers of tray 25x25x4mm angle 2m 7.87/m 15.74 

Edge reinforceme!:t of 25x4mmnat 3.4m 2.75im 9.35 
tray and stands 

Wheel rim and si:cl(es 30x30x4mm angle 2.3m 9.64/m 22.17 

Hub 1" steel pipe 0.2m 25.43/m 5.10 

Axle 25mm l'.lia BMS 0.25m 47 70/m 11.93 
(bright mild steel) 

Nuts and bolts 4 1 each 4.00 

Tyre Rubber section 41.50 41.50 

Total matenal cost 246.71 
Add on 20% for consumable materials 49 34 

TOTAL ZS296.05 

The total cost of all materials is Z$296. 

A minimum mark-up of 25% (Z$75) is needed to cover labour, overheads and profit so that 
the minimum selling price is around Z$370 direct from the workshop and probably Z$475 
through a retailer. 



Imported wheelbarrows can presenUy be purchased in hardware shops for about Z$375. 
These appear attractive and robust. with a tubular frame and pressed-metal tray and are 
likely to have greater appeal and acceptability than the locally-made versions. It is reported 
that wheelbarrows imported from China are being sold for under Z$300 but none have so far 
been located. 

Since materials account for about 80% of the cost of the locally made wheelbarrow. and a 
tubular frame would be significanUy more expensive than the 30x30x4mm angle frame used. 
it is clear that the costs of materials for the imported wheelbarrows are considerably less than 
the material costs for local small-scale producers. To be competitive, local producers ideally 
need to sell their wheelbarrows at less than ZS300 and this only appears possible by 
reducing material costs by around 30% or using scrap sheet for the tray which would reduce 
the quality and strength of the wheelbarrows. Nevertheless a number of wheelbarrows have 
been sold by trained workshops. possibly because local production makes them more readily 
available and reparable in some rural areas. 

A more viable proposition appears to be to manufacture replacement wheels for 
wheelbarrows as these can be produced at a lower cost than versions available in hardware 
stores. This is to be investigated now that a satisfactory process for producing the tyres has 
been developed. 



6. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING PROGRAMME 

This programme has covered two main areas: 

• development and testing of components of wheel/axle assemblies covered in the 
training courses; 

• development and testing of various low-cost transport devices which could be 
manufactured by small to medium size workshops to meet the needs of rural 
communities_ 

This section describes the first area of work. whilst the second area of work is covered in 
Section 7_ 

6.1 Loads on Ox-Cart Wheels 

Fabricated steel wheels of the type produced in the project are susceptible to fatigue 
failures at the welded joints. Failures are mainly dependent on three factors: 

• impact :oads on the wheel from running over bumps, ruts. pot-holes etc.; 

• the vartation of stress in the wheei at the welded ioints as the wheel rotates; 

• the quality of the welded joints_ 

Therefore in orc!er to design the wheels to avoid fatigue failures. information is needed on 
the first two factors. whilst the need for good quality welds ;s emphasised in the training 
courses. 

The loads acting on a cart wheel were measured in field tests of a loaded cart pulled over 
an earth track. The tests are described in Annex 6. The results obtained are very useful 
for checking the strength of wheel and axle designs to make sure that they will be strong 
enough for their intended use. They have been used to er.eek the strength of designs 
developed in the project. 

6.2 Development of an Ox-Cart Wheel 

At the initiation of the project. the wheel design to be made for ox-carts was of a split-rim 
type which had been used for a number of years on carts produced by the Oriefontein 
Mission Workshop and a few other workshops trained by the Mission. In this design the 
rim is made in two parts which are bolted together to hold the tyre in place. The tyre is 
clamped by beads made from 16mm diameter round bar which are welded around the 
outer edge of each part of the rim. 

This design requires the bending of two rims and there can be some risk of nipping the 
inner-tube when the two parts of the rim are bolted together. It was therefore decided to 
re-design the wheel so that the rim was made as one part with one bead bolted rather 
than welded on in order to hold the tyre in position. A drawing of this wheel is shown in 
Annex 5 - it requires less time and effort to make and avoids problems of damage to the 
inner-tube. It 1s therefore considerably more suitable for manufacture by trained 
workshops. 



The re-design of the wheel considerably changed its structural strength because in the 
new design the rim was reinforced by only one welded-on bead. The strength of the re
designed wheel was therefore checked by statically testing it in the wheel test-rig using 
strain gauges to measure and compare the stresses with the allowable design stresses 
derived in Annex 6. Tbese tests and the modifications needed to the wheel are described 
in Annex 7. 

The tests showed that ;t was necessary to increase the number of spokes to six in order 
to provide more support for the rim but at the same time it was possible to use a lighter 
angle section for the spokes. 

6.3 Development of a Hub and Stub-Axle for an Ox-Cart Wheel 

The problem of whee! bearings has already been discussed in Section 5.1. An associated 
problem for smaller workshops is the manufacture of a hub for housing the bearings and 
an axle on which the :earings run. 1deally these components should be machined on a 
lathe so that the bear.ngs are a precision fit in the hub and on the axle. However. few of 
the trained workshops :ia"e access to a lathe and therefore an alternative design was 
needed. 

lnitiai efforts were put :nto identifying workshops with a lathe that could manufacture hub 
and axle assemblies :o sell to other workshops. However. this did not prove a generally 
acceptable option because of the relatively high cost of the machined items and the fact 
that it involved reliance on another workshop. Effort was therefcre put into developing a 
design which did not ~eed machining on a lathe. The design acopted is described in the 
training course man~ai (Annex 4) in the section on Axles and Hubs. The hub is made 
from a length of star.card 3" steel pipe which is cut axially to remove a section about 3mm 
wide and then careft..::ly squeezed up so that the bearings are a ~ight fit in each end. The 
seam is then re-we!ced and a spacer plug-welded inside to locate the bearings. The stub
axle is cut from brigi":t 11ild steel round bar (shafting} and a stud welded centrally at one 
end for a retaining m.:. Although this design is not recommenced practice for mounting 
bearings, if carefully ~ade it is adequate for low-speed cart wheels and has so far 
performed satisfac!or~y in field trials. It is a level of technology which is a!=propriate for 
workshops which do :-:ot have machining facilities. 

6.4 Bearing Development 

As discussed in Sec~icn 5.1. obtaining suitable wheel bearings was one of the main 
problems faced by tra:ned workshops during the early stages of the project. In addition to 
searching for low-cos;: scurces of bearings. another approach to this problem was to 
investigate bearings ~i':at could be locally produced. Two possibilities were investigated: 

i) a fabricated roller bearing using unhardened rollers. In this, rollers are 
cut from standard round steel bar (bright mild steel or silver steel are best 
because of the accuracy and quality of finish} and fitted inside a tube which 
may be the hub or a sleeve fitted inside the hub of the wheel. As the 
wheel revolves. the rollers rotate inside the hub and may run directly on the 
wheel axle or on a sleeve fitted over the axle. The rollers should preferably 
be separated either by fitting them inside a cage er. less effectively, by 
placing thin strips of material between them. 

This ty~e of low-technology roller bearing has been used on low-duty 
applications on farm machinery and is also reported to have been used on 



ani-nal-drawn cart wheels in India. Unfortunately no information is available 
on :he performance of the bearing in tttis latter application. A prototype 
was therefore constructed and tested on the wheel test rig. It was run for 
the equivalent of 900km at a load of 300kg. It performed satisfactorily but 
ins;::ection of the axle showed wear grooves and also cracks in the axle 
sur.ace at each end of the rollers. This problem could probably be partially 
overcome by chamfering the ends of the rollers and fitting a sleeve over the 
ax:e which could be changed when it became excessively worn. However. 
discussions with workshops during training courses showed little interest in 
the bearing and because of the progress made in identifying a source of 
beanngs in China it was decided not to continue development of the roller 
bearing. 

ii) a ;::clymer bearing material was found to be locally available and a sample 
was obtained for testing. The sample was sent to the UK for testing on the 
bearing test-rig at IT-Transport. The wear rate of the material was found 
to !:e too high even for use on lower-duty application such as handcart 
wt: eels. 

Commercial rollirg element bearings are by far the best option for animal-drawn cart 
wheels and proviced the source of low-cost bearings from China is maintained. trained 
workshops shou!c have few problems with bearings for ox-cart wheels. However. it may 
be necessary to :rganise the supply of a smaller bearing, possibly 25mm bore. for lighter 
duty applications such as handcarts and light donkey carts. 

6.5 Puncture-Resistant Tyres 

Puncturing of pr.e~matic tyres is a major problem for ox-cart users. largely because most 
cart-wheels are fi::ed with scrap tyres which have little tread thickness to resist 
penetration of sharp objects. As far as is known no investigations have been carried out 
in Zimbabwe of ~t-e frequency of puncturing but surveys in Zambia' have shown the 
incidence of pur.c:ures in scrap tyres to be 1 per 50 to 80km. compared to 1 per 500 to 
800km for new tyres. However. pneumatic tyres are preferred by most cart users 
because by cush:cning bumps and impacts they provide a smoother operation of the cart 
with less risk of carnage. 

It is clear from c:s:ussions with workshops and cart users that there is considerable 
potential for a pt:r.cture-resistant tyre that retains some of the cushioning effect of 
pneumatic tyres However. the cost of this tyre would have to be competitive with existing 
options. about ZS~ 70 for a scrap tyre and new tube and ZS350 for a new ADV tyre and 
tube. To be viai::e. a puncture-resistant tyre would need to sell for less than Z$300, 
ideally around ZS200 tc 250. 

A number of opt:cns have been investigated in a programme of collaborative work 
between the proiect and the home-based workshop of l.T. Transport 

1. Mechanically reinforced tyre. This option involves supporting the tyre tread with 
some forr.i of mechanical stiffener rather than air pressure. A simple method is to 
clamp the sidewalls of the tyre between rings or discs to prevent them collapsing 
under load. This form of tyre can support low loads up to about 100kg but tests 
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Za-~:a 



on the wheel test-rig showed considerable chafing between the stiffeners and tyre 
which quickly wore through the sidewall. 

Another option is to fit additional side-wall sections (cut from scrap tyres) inside a 
t'Jre. If three sidewall sections can be fitted. the tyre can support loads up to 
500kg but fitting of the side-walls is very difficult and requires considerable effort. 
It is unlikely that this method would be acceptable to a workshop. 

In general. puncture-resistant tyres based on this concept are likely to involve too 
much time and effort in construction to be acceptable to workshops. 

2. Filled tyres. Tyres filled with urethane foam are used on some earth-moving 
equipment. but this process is far too costly for cart tyres. A low-cost alternative 
using sawdust has been tried in Kenya and found partially effective providing the 
sawdust can be kept dry. However. the method is only practical on a small scale 
and the time and effort involved would not be acceptable to a workshop involved in 
cart production. 

The project has attempted to identify altemative low-cost fillers but to date none 
have been found. 

3. Semi-solid tyres. Tyre manufacturers have developed a number of prototypes of 
":un-flat" tyres for light vehicles which can be driven on after puncturing. These 
:-_;pes usually have a ribbed interior which will not collapse even if the tyre pressure 
is lost. Investigations of a similar design for a cart-wheel were reported in the 
Phase 2 Progress Report Number 2 (December 1993). A prototype section was 
constructed and tested to prove its performance and discussions were held with 
Dunlop Zimbabwe with regard to moulding of the tyre. Initial estimates of cost 
seemed promising and it appeared that there was good potential for the tyre. 
However. the initial cost of producing the mould was high and discussions on its 
manufacture did not come to a !"esolution. E•1entually a sudden jump in the price 
cf rubber pushed the cost of the tyre too high and it was decided to investigate 
ether simpler and cheaper options. 

A simple tyre sometimes used on carts is made by bolting or riveting a length of tread 
section. cut from a scrap tyre, around a steel rim. An improved version of this was made 
by cutting away most of the sidewall section and levering the remaining tyre onto a steel 
rim. This approach is possible with the wheel making technology since rims can be 
accurately formed to any diameter so that the tyre can be made a good fit on the rim, 
although considerable effort is needed to lever it into position. This tyre performed quite 
well and generated considerable interest when demonstrated at an agricultural field day. 
It provides little cushioning but it is a substantial improvement over a steel rim/tyre. 

It was therefore decided to develop this concept using a thicker rubber section with outer 
treads to improve cushioning and appearance. A design was developed comprising a 
new tyre retread section vulcanised onto a rubber ring about 25mm thick. Two prototypes 
have been made by Tyre Treads Ltd. of Zimbabwe and tested on a cart. Further details 
of the tyres and the test programme are presented in Annex 8. 

The main problem experienced in the tests has beer. the tendency for the tyres to twist off 
the rim when the cart is cornering with a reasonably heavy load. lnitrally the tyres have 
been held on by rings or beads and it appears that these are inadequate to cope with the 
stretch of the rubber (since the retread sections have no inner braiding to provide strength 



and stiffening they 3re more elastic than a tyre carcase). It seems likely that the tyre will 
have to be bonded to the rim_ Production of a further prototype of this form has been 
discussed with Tyre Treads and developed and testing wiD continue at IAE in 
collaboration with l.T. Transport 

It is considered that a solid or semi-solid rubber tyre of good appearance and reasonable 
cost will have considerable appeal both in Zimbabwe and other countries in the region. 
This is confirmed by discussions with workshops and cart users. Since this development 
will depend upon the use of the wheel-making technology to produce a rim which can be 
matched to the tyre. if a satisfadory design can be developed it will provide a major boost 
for trained workshops. Although considerable development is still needed it is considered 
that this work is well worth continuing. 



7. DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-COST TRANSPORT DEVICES 

n.e aim of this part of the project was to develop other transport devices to meet the needs 
of rural communities and which could be produced by trained workshops to allow them to 
make wider use of the wheel technology and increase their range of products. 

The devices developed are illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 and briefly described below. 
Drawings of the devices are included in Annex 10. 

Wheelbarrow 

The production of wheelbarrows by trained workshops has been described in Section 5.2. 
Wheelbarrows are usua:ly the most affordable wheeled vehicle to rural communities and are 
particularly appropriate for poorer households. They can transport two to three times the load 
that can be carried by headloading and can be used for carrying a wide range of different 
types of load. Increasing the availability of wheelbarrows in rural areas at a low cost could 
therefore have a significant impact on the transport needs of poorer h"useholds. The project 
has increased the capacity to produce wheelbarrows in rural areas but it is difficuit to reduce 
costs because of problems of material supplies and costs to smaller workshops. Production 
of the wheel and tyre are usually the most difficult problems for smaller workshops and now 
that a satisfactory design has been developed, it is possible that workshops may be able to 
develop lower-cost designs of barrows. possibly using scrap steel sheet or wccden planks 
for the body. 

Waterbarrow 

Collection of water is often the major transport burden for women in rural areas. particularly 
in drier areas. Water is usually transported by headloading, although ox-carts may 
sometimes be used or boys of the household may collect water in a wheelbarrow. However, 
in the latter ca~es transport of water will have low priority compared to income-generating 
activities and women will generally have limited access to these modes of transport. 

Women may therefore benefit more from a low-cost means of transport which is specifically 
designed to c3rry water rather than for general transport activities. However. the cost must 
be very low since rural households are reluctant to invest in transport for non-income 
generating ac.fr1ities. The design developed comprises a simple frame to carry two 20 or 25 
litre containers either side of a wheelbarrow wheel. The low centre of gravity close to the 
axle of the wheel mal>.es the barrow very light to handle and mar.eouverable. 

The waterbarrow can be produced for about ZS200. A number have already been 
manufactured and sold by trained workshops, while eight are at present being field tested by 
small groups, mainly women. involved in dairy or farming projects where there is a need for 
transporting considerable volumes of water. 

Handcart 

Handcarts are mainly used in mo:·e urban areas. particularly around markets and bus termini. 
However. they are also very appropriate for rural areas where tracks are wide enough for 
their use. They can carry double the load of a wheelbarrow and are much less tiring on the 
arms so that they are more suitable for transporting loads over long distances. 
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1. Wheelbarrow wheel with extruded solid-rubber tyre. 
2. Wheelbarrow 
~. Water-barrow 

Figure 7.1: DEVICES DEVELOPED IN PROJECT 



Animal~rawn water bowser 

' 
~-

• • 
Handcart on show at agricultural field day 

Figure 7 .2: DEVICES DEVELOPED IN PROJECT 



The main problem in producing handcarts is to find suitable wheels and axles. Scrap 
wheels of various t'/pes are usually used and often the frame and body are also made at 
low cost from scrap materials. The handcart shown in Figure 7.2 has a sheet metal body 
which will make the cost relatively high. Howev.?r. the wheels with extruded solid-rubber 
tyr0s can be manufactured at a reasonable cost and could be used by artisans or small 
workshops to i:iroduce lower-cost versions of the handcart using a wooden, scrap metal or 
steel mesh body. 

A number of the handcarts have been modified by fitting two wooden pole shafts so that 
they can be pulled by donkeys. Four of these are at present being field tested as part of 
the dissemination programme of Phase 3 of the project. The adaptation produces a very 
low-cost donkey cart which should be affordable to many households which cannot afford 
an ox-cart. However, it is possible that the cart may be too small and the wheels too 
narrow for the cart to be popular and a more acceptable version may be to produce a 
light. low-cost version of an ox-cart with 13" pneumatic tyres and wooden body. This type 
of cart is popular in other countries Where donkeys are widely used and it is considered 
worthwhile producing a few prototypes for demonstration as part of the ongoing work at 
IAE. 

Wheels for handcarts and wheelbarrows 

The wheels shown in Figures 7 .1 and 7.2 have rims formed from angle section into which 
triangular shaped solid-rubber tyres arf' fitted. The tyres have been developed in 
collaboration with Dunlop Zimbabwe. They are an extruded section formed using dies 
manufactured in the project workshop at IAE. Tr.e shapes of the sections are shown in 
Figure 7.3. The tyres are made by cutting off a 'ength of the extruded section and joining 
the ends to form a ring. Initially considerable difficulties were experienced in making the 
joints. A number of rubber bonding and compounding materials were tried with limited 
success. Eventually a solution has been develo!=ed with Tyre Treads Ltd. in which the 
joints are properly vulcanised in a steam autoclave. This method appears to be 
successful and is expected to lead to an increasing demand for these types of wheels. 

Waterbowser 

The donkey-pulled waterbowser shown in Figure 7.2 was developed in response to an 
order from an agricultural project. Two have so far been supplied and there is 
considerable inter .. ;:;t from other projects. The cart has been designed for flexible use as 
it can either be used as a bowser. or the drums removed and wcoden planks fitted as a 
floor for carrying other types of loads. 



Rim, 25x2b. · 1mm angle 

Tyre section for a bicycle-type wheel for use on a 
bicycle-trailer (actual size) 

Rim, 30x30x4 angle 

Tyre section for use on wheelbarrow and handcart 
wheels (actual size) 

Figure A7.3: EXlRUDED RUBBER TYRE SECTIONS DEVELOPED IN PROJECT 



8. INSTITUTION BUILDING AT IAE 

The development of the capability of IAE to take over the activities of the project has been 
described in the two progress reports of Phase 2 of the project. In the latter part of the 
project. IAE staff have taken over all the workshop survey, training and follow-up 
activities. At the end of Phase 2, the wheel manufacturing technology has been fully 
integrated into the programme of the Rural Technology Training Centre at IAE and the 
staff are very capable of continuing dissemination of and back-up support for the 
technology. There is a good commitment from IAE because they can see the beneficial 
impact that the technology is having in rural areas. 

The wheel technology programme fits in well with the blacksmith training programme at 
IAE and with Agritex extension activities. For example, trainee blacksmiths are using the 
technology to make large pulleys for the forge blowers they produce in the training 
courses. Also joint monitoring of blacksmiths and trained workshops is carried out by IAE 
staff. Agritex extension staff are acttve in promoting and disseminating the technology 
and in providing feedback to IAE from workshops and cart users. 

An important recent innovation at IAE has been the introduction of training courses in 
business management for small enterprises. These should prove very beneficial to 
trained workshops in improving approaches to cash flow, materials acquisition, marketing, 
customer relations and quality control. 

An agreement has been reached between IAE and IT to continue collaboration on 
technical development with technical support from l.T. Transport. This will initially 
concentrate on the development of the puncture-resistant tyres and of low-cost donkey 
carts. 



9. SOCIO-ECONOMIC MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

This programme was delayed during the first year of the project because it was felt that the 
effects of the severe drought on the rural economy would limit the amount of useful 
information that could be obtained and therefore the work would not be cost-effective. The 
programme therefore effectively began in mid-1993 and the two main areas of work 
completed are described in the Phase 2. Progress Report No. 2 of December 1993. These 
were: 

• a survey of owners of broken-down carts to assess the problem of rehabilitation of 
these carts and the inputs. if any, that could be made by the project: 

• a visit of the consultant socio-economist which covered surveys of trained 
workshops and users of carts. a review of dissemination strategy and planning of 
the on-going socio-economic programme. 

Summaries of this work, taken from the Phase 2 progress Report. are included below: 
(Note that the annexes referred to are in the progress report) 

9.1 Rehabilitation of Scotchcarts 

Owing to limitations on transport available to the project. the survey relating to the 
rehabilitation of carts had to be integrated with other field activities and could therefore only 
be carried out in one area. arounJ Gutu in the Midlands. However. the similarity in 
responses from both owners of broken-down carts and from workshops involved in repair 
work indicates that the findings can confidently be extended to other areas. 

19 owners of broken-down carts were interviewed. A summary of the responses from 8 of 
these owners is included in Annex 2 of the report. It is seen that all the carts are quite old. 
half of them in the table being over 10 years old. It should be pointed out that the 
assessments of the nature of the breakdowns and the reasons why these occurred are those 
of the owners - no technical inspection of the carts was made. All the carts were fitted with 
scrap axles from motorised vehicles and therefore it is not surprising that the common causes 
of breakdowns are failure of bearings and worn stub-axles. The reasons for this are likely 
to be: 

• the bearings would already be coming to the end of the their fife when the axles 
were fitted to the carts; 

• the bearings may not have been adequately lubricated and it is likely that dust and 
sand would have got into the bearings; 

• the fact that stub-axles were worn suggests that the bearings had partially seized 
and the rings were rotating on the axles. 

The other main problem mentioned was the puncturing of tyres. Several of the owners listed 
this as a re-occurring problem which was largely due to the use of second-hand tyres. 



Three common reasons were given for non-repair of carts: 

• financial prcblems. particularly as a result of the recent drought; 

• problems of finding suitable replacement bearings, axles or hub assemblies; 

• problems of transporting the cart to the repair workshop. 

It may be noted that in several cases the carts had been out of service for quite long periods 
of time but in most cases there was an intent to repair the carts. Since the cart bodies were 
still in reasonably geed condition this wouid be u ... •d most viable option since the cost of repair 
would probably be of :he order of 20% to 30% of the cost of a new cart. Even so cost was 
still a significant consrraint on effecting the repair of carts and provision of relatively small 
amounts of credit cc1.;ld have a considerable impact on getting carts back into service. 

The responses from ~'1e workshops involved in repair of scotchcarts were all very similar and 
may be summarised as follows: 

• the major ~art of this work involved repairs to axle assemblies i.e. rims, hubs, 
bearings ar:d axles; 

• the main r;roblem faced was the very limited supply of rims, hubs and axles, 
particularly ::ir 16" wheels which are the preferred size. Often smaller rim sizes. 13" 
and 14". ha·,e to be built up to take 16" tyres. This is not a satisfactory solution and 
the hubs ard axles of these smaller size wheels are not considered robust enough 
for use on s.:otchcarts; 

• there is a s::-:ing demand for repair work and none of the workshops go out looking 
for repair w:rk; 

• no repair wcrk is carried out in the field so that owners have to transport their carts 
to the workshops. 

Conclusions 

Previous surveys (see Phase 1 report) have shown that the breakdown of scotchcarts is a 
significant constrair:t :in the availability and use of carts, with up to 40% of carts being out 
of service in some areas. 

This survey confirms that there is a strong demand for repair of carts and that one of the 
main constraints on repair worK is the very limited availability of suitable rims. hubs, bearings 
and axles. In most cases the frame and body of the cart are still in reasonable condition and 
therefore it is substantially cheaper to replace the wheel and axle components than to 
purchase a new cart. 

It seems likely that as the rural economy continues to recover after the recent drought that 
there will be an increasing demand for the repair of broken-down carts. It is clear that the 
project can make a significant contribution to bringing these carts back into service by 
providing a readily available supply of wheel and axle assemblies which will be of better 
quality and longer lasting than the majority of replacement components which are being used 
at present. 



9.2 Visit of the Consultant Soci'l-Economist - October/November 1993 

The report of consultant socio-economist's visit which took place in the period 14th October 
to 4th November is included as Annex J_ The following activities were carried out in 
collaboration with the local socio-economist: 

1 _ A survey of owners of scotchcarts and other vehicles produced by worksnops trained 
in the project to assess the benefits of ownership and to attempt to obtain some 
preliminary insight into the impact of the project on ownership and hiring of carts_ 

2_ A survey of a sample of trained workshops to ascertain the level of take-up of the 
wheel manufacturing technology and the impact it is having on the production and 
supply of scotchcarts and other vehicles. 

3. A review of dissemination strategy in order to identify mechanisms for more directly 
benefiting the groups which are the targets of the project i.e. poorer households and 
women. 

4. Planning of the on-going socio-economic monitoring and evaluation programme. 

The principal findings and outcomes of these activities are outlined in the following summary 
taken from the consultant socio-economist's report: 

This report provides details of a visit to Zimbabwe by the consultant socio-economist, during 
which he worked with the local project socio-economist. The visit had three objectives: to 
monitor the soc:o-economic impact of the project to date. particularly as it relates to the 
project's primary target groups. women and poorer households; to design a dissemination 
strategy aimed at improving the access of these target groups to non-motorised vehicles 
made by project trained artisans; and to make recommendations on the form which future 
socio-economic inputs should take. 

It was found that the impact of the project, in terms of an increase in the number of 
operational scotchcarts, has so far been modest. This is principally due to the drought in 
1992 which severely depressed demand for the vehicles: the failure of a number of trained 
artisans to make substantial use of the techniques taught in the training courses; and the fact 
that the techniques are very new - their popularity will grow only after the vehicles made 
using them develop a reputation for durability and strength. Those artisans who have 
embraced the new techniques are prospering and a significant number of scotchcarts have 
been manufactured or rehabilitated, which would not have been possible in the absence of 
the project. 

None of the purchasers of scotchcarts interviewed during the visit have used their vehicles 
through a farming season, since all were bought with the proceeds of the last harvest. 
Attempts were made to estimate the impact of improved access to scotchcarts. These 
confirmed the findings of previous surveys that benefits are likely to be widely and deeply felt, 
with the project's target groups being among the beneficiaries. 



There was. however. felt to be scope to target the benefits of scotchcart ownership more 
directly to these groups_ A four-pronged dissemination strategy was drawn up comprising 
the following elements: coliaboration with organisations working directly with the project's 
target groups: promoting the use of scotchcarts in labour-based road works; helping 
government to develop a national transport strategy to address women's transport needs. 
and; working with cooperative and commercial retail outlets. 

It is recommended that the emphasis of socio-economic work an the project should be aimed 
at further developing and implementing this dissemination strategy_ Further field visits to 
identify the uses to which scotchcarts are used and to quantify the benefits. it is argued. will 
deliver diminishing returns. 

9.3 Further Work, December 1993 to June 1994 

Rehabilitation of Carts 

It is dear from the feedback fro'Tl trained woikshops that the project is making a useful 
contribution to the rehabilitation of carts - to February 1994. 112 axle-assemblies for ox-carts 
had been sold (Sect;on 4-2). Workshops and IAE staff attending agricultural field days report 
a considerable interest from cart users in replacement axles, but it appears that cost is 
constraining greater demand. A good quality axle assembly needs to be sold for at least 
ZSSOO to cover ccsts and some profrt margin and it is evident that some users either find this 
too high or unaffcrdable. In these cases they may decice to look for cheaper ways of 
repairing their car::s. for instance attempting to find replacer.-:ent bearings or a cheap scrap 
axle. and put up with the disadvantages of their carts being out of use for lengthy periods. 
However. these cheaper methods are often unreliable and n the longer term it is probably 
more cost-effective to rehabilitate the cart with a good quaiity, reliable axle. This is still a 
relatively low-cost method of getting more carts into use anc t is therefore felt worthwhile to 
continue dissemination in this area. induding further surveys jf owners of broken-down carts 
to obtain information on the cor.straints on demand for repiacement axles. 

Development and implementation of dissemination strategy 

Following the recommendations of the consultant socio-eccnomist. work in the first half of 
1994 has concentrated mainly on dissemination. This has 'ncluded the following activities: 

• an Open Day was held in January 1994 to fellow up contacts made with 
organisat;cns working with the projec!'s tar;s: ;roups anll to give them the 
opportur.1ty to inspect the wheel-making technolcgy and the transport devices 
produced within the project. Letters of invitation 'Nere sent to all organisations 
identified as working with target groups. A list of these attending and a brief report 
on the open day is included in Annex 9. Although participants showed considerable 
interest there has been little direct output from the event. However. the open day 
has increased the awareness of the devices that can be produced using the wheel 
technc!cgy and it is possible that this will show results in ~he future; 

• a proposal was submitted to DANIDA for a pilot project to assess the use of ox
carts in labour-based road construction. Unfortunately the labour-based road 
construction programme is now on-hold and conse4uently there has been no action 
on the proposal; 



• a number of projects have been identified which are willing to field test and assess 
transport devices developed in the programme. Two waterbarrnws and one 
donkey/hand cart have been distributed to each of the fohowing projects: 

- ITDG agricultural projed in Chivi 
- Christian Care projed with women's groups in Masvingo 
- CRAP agricultural projed with women's groups in Bulawayo 
- Christian Care dairy projed in Zvimba 

The usage and performance of these devices will be monitored in Phase 3 of the 
project. 

Since this dissemination work is aimed mainly at testing and increasing awareness 
of the devices. dired outputs in terms of increased demand for the devices may 
take some time to show up. Monitoring will concentrate on assessing people's 
attitudes and opinions wittr resped to using the devices or their reasons for not 
using them; 

• some attempts have been made to interest retailers in displaying and marketing 
devices produced in the projed. There has been some interest but generally 
retailers have quoted purchase prices from workshops which are below the prices 
at which the devices can economically be produced by the workshops. The 
dissemination programme therefore needs to look at ways of improving the 
advertising and marketing strategy of workshops 



ANNEX 1: DETAILS OF PRODUCTION TOOLS 



ANNEX 1: DETAILS OF PRODUCTION TOOLS 

The production tools comprise a hand-operated bending machine for forming wheel rims and 
an assembly jig to damp up the wheel components for welding to ensure accurate 
construction of the wheel. Details of the tools are shown in the accompanying drawings. 

The bender can bend a wide range of steel sections into accurate rings of various sizes in 
order to make wheel rims to take any type and size of tyre. The assembly jig has settings 
for rims for vehicle tyres from 12" to 16'" rims. motorcyde tyres and biC'fde tyres. These 
settings can also be used to produce rims for solid-rubber tyres. 
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MA TERIAlS REQUIRED 

Material Qt:y with 20% Unit Cost Material Cost 
added (mm) S/mette ZS 

Assembly Jig I 
Angle 50x50x6 4,322 14.03 = 60.65 

Flat 2Sx6 1,171 3.23 = 3.78 
-

50x8 1,176 10.11 = 12.00 

80x6 384 11.86 = 4.55 

Tube 20mm bore 504 25.92 = 13.06 

Threaded Bar M20 1,220 41.87 = 51.08 
I 
I 

Re-bar 20rrun 540 3.13 = 1.70 i 
i 
I 
! 

I ~iuts M8 ... ,,,, 0.14 = 3.08 "!P-- i 
M20 #11 2.19 = 24.00 I 

i 
Bolts M8x25 #22 0.31 = 6.32 I 

I 

! 
TOTAL 180.81 

I 

Bencfing Machine 

Flat 80xl2 480 23.73 = 11.39 

65xl2 1,572 19.25 = 30.26 I 50x8 234 10.17 = 2.39 

20x5 528 2.57 = 1.36 

Angle 50x50x6 1,728 14.03 = 24.24 

Water Pipe 2" 180 50.00 = 9.00 

3/4" so 25.92 = 1.30 

Round BMS 32 320 48.00 .. 15.36 

44.45 566 70.00 = 39.60 

Nuts M20 #3 2.19 = 6.57 

Threaded Bar M20 216 41.97 = 9.04 

IOTAL H~-87 

Price.' correct April 1992 (Baldwins Steel, Harare) 
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ANNEX-2: TYPICAL TRAINING COURSE TIMETABLE 



ANNEX 2: TYPICAL TRAINING COURSE TIMETABLE 

Day 1: Machines handed out, owners name stamped on machine. 
Machines assembled and checked_ 
Material cut for scotchcart wheel. 
Demonstration rim bent by instructor. 
Rims bent by trainees. 

Day 2: Finish wheel rim. 
Demonstrate axle and hub. 
Trainees ma~'? own axle and hub. 

Day 3: Finish scotchcart wheel. 
Discussion session. 

Day 4: Bend angle rim for bicycle tyre. 
Make hub and axle. 

Day 5: Demonstration of solid rubber tyres. 
Make pushcart wheels. 

Day 6: "Catch-up" session. 
Discussions. 

Day 7: Make wheelbarrow wheel. 
Start wheelbarrow frame. 

Day 8: Finish wheelbarrow. 
Split into 2 groups to make 2 pushcarts. 

Day 9: Finish all products, correct mistakes. 

Day 10: Discussions, collect together all products and machines, travel home. 



ANNEX- 3: LIST OF TRAINED WORKSHOPS 



The following have been trained by the project (see list below), 
at least another 8 by Silvera House, Driefontein and Chinhoyi 
Rural Trade School have ongoing courses, Hlekweni and Hasvingo 
Tech intend to train next year, the supplier of kits ~oes some 
basic training, apparently an artisan we trained in Harare 
trained another workshop aLd copied the kit. 

1 DATE & VENUE OF TRAIRING COURSE: 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPAHT'S RAHE: 

July 1992 I.A.E. 
Bindura 
Sa•'s welding 
Samuel Huuduri 

ADDRESS: 848/4 Chiradze light industry 
Bindura 

TEl:EPHORE: 6791 
LOCATIOR OF PREMISES: Turn left after bus terainus 

on dust road. 

2. DhTE & VENUE OF TRAINING.... COURSE: July 1992 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Chiweshe 
NAHE OF WORKSHOP: Chipoera Welders 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Hoffat Njaro 

ADDRESS: F/Bag 2035 Gweshe Township 
Glendale 

TELEPHONE: 53616 Glendale: 
LOC~TION OF PREMISES: ht Gweshe centre, l~ok for 

Chipoera superma=ket. 

3. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: July 1992 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Guruve 
NAHE OF WORKSHOP: Guruve Enterprises 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Chamunorwa Kalingizi 
ADDRESS: Box 145 Guruve 
TELEPHONE: 2024 
LOC~TIOH OF PREMISES: Up main street, turn right, then 
left following dust road across bridge to township. 

~.DhTE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: 
LOC~TION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAHE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 

July 1992 I.A.E. 
Hutoko 
Hasenda Welding 
Douglas Kumbula 

ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 

Budjga co-op Box 165 Hutoko 
245 

LOCATION OF PREMISES: Turn right at Mutoko Hotel 
f ol:ow road for about lkm. 

5. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: July 1992 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Gazaland 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: H.F.E.E. Engineers 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Abednigo Hurongazvombo 
ADDRESS: Box HO 97 Highfield 
TELEPHONE: 6 7113 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: Turn right at Hushandira Pamwe 
bus garage and follow road around corner. 

····- -~-~· -----~·- .,.... .. ___ . ______ _ 
. ... ; . ' . 



'· DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Nov 1992 I.A.E. 
Hatapi and Gazaland 
Govo Investments 
Douglas Huhwati 

LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: Lundi Rd Hatapi Hbare 

or Box G455 Greendale 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 
Govo steel or in Gazaland just 

706180 (or 48319 Home) 
Within Hatapi square next to 

past Mushandira Pamwe bus garage. 

~ DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Nov 1992 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 

Willowvale 
Welders Paradise 
Alf red Rushambwa 
(Note: Alfred was sacked, his 

ADDRESS: 
replacement was trained March 93} 

Plot 1 Green trees 
Willowvale 

TELEPHONE: 62476 

LOChTION OF PREMISES: Turn into Green Trees at the 
sign for SIMBI WELDERS, follow the dust road to -here chickens 
are sold. 

8 DrtTE & VENUE Of TRA!N:NG COURSE: Nov 1992 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Hatcliffe 
NAHE OF WGRKSHOF: 
CGURSE PAR~IC!?ANT"S s;HE: L~vi Hashe=a 
ADDRESS: House oOS Sth ==~s natcli:fe 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF ?REHISES: 

q, DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 

As above 

COURSE: Nov 1992 
Tynewald 

I.A.E. 

Cold Comfort Fara 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Ignatius Hutimbanyoka 

Box 8055 Causeway Harare 
703228/703251/732467 
Left after Tynewald rail 
crossing 

ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 

lo. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Nov 1992 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Hsasa 
HAKE OF WORf.SHOP: Hencas Enterprises 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Tendai Zvanota 
ADDRESS: 115 Fife Ave (office) 

Box 4243 Harare 
Unit 5 (just after Nat 
Vocational Training centre) 

TELEPHONE: 723231 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: New Industrial Unit 
on the corner after Vocational Training Centre. 

-. , ~ .. 



fl. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 Uut.are 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP1 Hutare 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Fungai Gowora 
ADDRESS: Green Market 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

ii.DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE1 Jan 1993 Kutare 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Hutare 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Thomas Kabvumbe 
ADDRESS: Green Market 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

Ii DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 Hutare 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Hutare 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE ?ARTICIPANT'S NAME: Caleb Habvari~gana 

ADDRESS: Green 1-larket 

TELEPHONC:: 
DESCRI?T:ON GF PR~HISES: 

l~.OATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Huta=e 
NAME or WORKSHOP: 
COURSE F;RTIC~FANT'S NAHE: 
ADDRESS: 

DESCRI?T~ON OF PREMISES: 

Morgan Mavhu~e 
Green Market. 

1.5. DATE & "v"ENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 Hu~are 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Mutare 
NAHE or WORKSHOP: 
COURSE ?~RTICIPANT'S NAHE: Prosper Mabika 
ADDRESS: Green Market 
TELEPHOHE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

,, DATE & vgNUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 
. LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Hut.are 

Hu:.are 

NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TE;LEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

R.F. Hanganie 
Green Market 

I~ DA~E & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 Hut.are 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Hutare 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE FARTICIPANT'S NAHEs Chrispen Chapeyama 
ADDRESS: Green Market 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRI~TION or PREMISES: 

- -------.. ~ ~-· 



f8 DATE & VENUE OF TRAININb COURSE: 
• 

0

LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAHE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

J~ DATE & VENU£ OF TRAINING COURSE: 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

Jan 1993 
Hu tare 

Hu tare 

Washington Husimwa 
Green Market 

Jan 1993 
Hu tare 

Hu tare 

Salisios Haimboti 
Green Market 

Hu tare 2o. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Jan 1993 
Hu tare LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 

NAME OF WORKSHOP: 

COURSE PARTICIP~NT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

Christopher Rakabopa 
Green market 

Bulawayc 2f. DATE & VENUE or TRAININ~ COURSE: Feb 1993 
Bulawayo LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 

NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAHE: 
ADD?..ESS: 

TE:..EPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 
bus terminus) continue until 
workshop of Tadius Ndiweni. 

Gipson Ndlovu 
Bambanani Supe=ma=k~:. shop 7 
57006 Old Lobengula. 

Along Lobengula roa: lleft at 
Habutweni. Opposite :.he other 

22. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Feb 1993 Bulawayo 
LOChTION OF WORKSHOP: Hapisa 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: Water workshops 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAHE: Thomson Sibanda 
ADDRESS: Tshelinyemba Sec Sc~ool 

Box 5751 Hapisa. 
(w/shop address from Water workshops) 

TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 

z;. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Feb 1993 Bulawayo 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Nyama Ndlovu 
NAME or WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAHE: 
ADDRESS: 

Orderly Vundla 
Box 26 Nyama Ndlovu 

TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: Nyama Ndlovu centre, left just 
after rail crossing. Hay have moved up to Tcholocho. 



24. DATE ~ VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Feb 1993 Bulawayo 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Bulawayo 
HAKE OF WORKSHOP: Water workshops 
COURSE fARTICIPANT·s NAME: Donald Ncube 
ADDRESS: Water workshops Box 3331 BYO 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 

25. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Feb 1993 
Bulawayo 

Bulawayo 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAHE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE FnRTICIPANT·s NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHOliE:: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 

Tadias Ndiweni 
Workshop 112 Habutweni BYO 

Left at bus terminus along 
Lobengula to Habutweni. 

2,. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Fe= 1993 Bulawayo 
LOCATIJN OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME CF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAHE: 
ADORES~: 

TELEPHC·NE: 

Bulawayo 
Jack Nduna Ho~ors 
Alpheas Ncube 
102 Hzilika=i BYD 

LOCATI:N OF PREMISES: Tu=n at fi=s: garage on right 
hand s!de in H=ilika=i. Just behind garage. 

27. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: Feb 1993 Bulawayo 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Bulawayo 
NAME OF WORY.SHOP: Hlekweni Friends 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: Alevahani Dube 
ADDRESS: Hlekweni Training Centre 

Box 708 Bulawayo 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: Along Plumtree road 

28. DATE & '/ENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: May 1993 I.~.E. 

Z.'3. 

LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: Nyanga 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE ?nRTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 
then tu=n left at bottle store. 

DATE & VENUE or TRAINING COURSE: 
LOCnTION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAHE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 

,._ ·-

Agustine Mubvuma 
Hapani Store Box 4 Nyanga 

Through town travel about lkm 

Hay 1993 
Hagunje 

Toddy Major 

I.A.E. 

RGH Motors Sox 64 Karoi 

---"":....ii-··~ .. . ... ""'.·: ____ :._ - --· 



30. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 

May 1993 
Karoi 

I.A.E. 

Nekati Velapi 
Karoi Stationers Box 423 

Karoi 

Turn to the bus terminus, past 
the terminus turn right to Karoi Stationers. 

$1. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: 
LOCATION or WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION or PREMISES: 
hand side. 

32. Dh~E & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: 
LOC~TION GF WORKSHOP: 
NA!fE OF \-iJF.KSHOP: 

CGURSE F~~TICifANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEFHONE:: 
LOChTION :r PREHISES: 
JUS~ aft~= bus terminus. 

May 1993 
Nharira 

I.A.E. 

Boniface Hatamba 
Nharira Township Box 228 

Chi vu 

In Nharira township on left 

SEPT 1993 GOK~E 

KWEr:riE 
I.M. AUTO SPARES & 

HANU!ACTURES 
WEE~~ER KhHBrt 
P/BA~ 6082 KWEKWE 
272~ 

Left a~ Caltex garag: then left 

3~. DATE & VE~UE OF TRAINING COURSE: SEPT 1993 GOKiiE 
LOC~TION ~F WORKSHOP: KWEK~E 

N~HE OF ~0iKSHOP: 

COUP.SE P~?.TICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 

MBONISI DUBE 
SThNu ~061/2 AHAVENI 
KWEKtfE 

LOCATION Of PREMISES: Take Gokwe road to Amaveni 
township past the bus terminus just pas~ the Hotel on the right 
nex~ to a grinding mill. 

3~. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: SEPT 1993 GOKWE 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: GWERU 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: DA-LO WELDERS 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: PICK HTETWA 
ADDRESS: BOX 597 KTAPA GWERU 
TELEPHONE: 4911 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: Drive towards Kkoba township 
at the roundabout go right then first right again then turn left 
on to a dust road. 



·3S: DATE & VEllUE OF TRAINING COURSE: SEPT 1993 GOKWE 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: GOKWE 
RAHE OF WORKSHOP: BAHBAlfARI SCOTCHCARTS 
COURSE PARTICIPANT*S RAHE: ESAU HTETWA 
ADDRESS: STAND 975 GOKWE 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATIOlf OF PREMISES: Take Nkai road, less than lka 
there is a sign for Baabanani Scotchcarts on the left. 

36. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: SEPT 1993 GOKWE 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: GOKWE 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: GOKWE YOUTH nELDING PROJECT 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: DAVID HACKENZIE 
ADDRESS: P/EAG 6099 GOKWE 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: Left on the main road before 
the cross roads. There is a sign. 

37. DATE & VElfUE OF TRAINING COURSE: SEPT 1993 
GOKWE 

GOKWE 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKShOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 

is a sign on ~he left. 

EVER BUSY WELDING 
KE.HNEDY LUNGU 
BOX 6234 GOKWE 

Nkai road less than lk• there 

38. Dh~E & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: SEPT 19~2 GOKWE 
LO~ATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 

NKAI 
NY.AI HAIN STORE 
FERBION NKOMO 
BOX 21 NKAI 

LOCATION OF PREMISES: Behind Nkai main store in 
centre of Nkai. 

39. DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: .NOVEMBER 1993 I.A.E. 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: RUSAPE 
.KAME OF WORKSHOP: STAR ENGINEERING 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: RUSHAHBA CHITAPA 
ADDRESS: BOX 188 RUASAPE 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: Turn righ~ just before the 
first garage on the right comming into Rusape from Harare, over 
the railway line, turn right at the junction then first right on 
a dust road, follow road round to Star Engineering. 

40. D~TE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: 
LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
NAUE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAHE: 
ADDRESS1 
TELEPHONE, 

m'"''1

'ML a 
---···- •

5 

PllfHTS~S: 

NOVEHBER 1993 
DZIVARESEKWA 

PETER GUHDA 

I.A. E. 

2031 TAKAWIRA AVE DZIVARESEKWA 

l_l__~~~~~~~_..'--~~~~----------------------------------



• 

-r•· .uv~n.1.•v•• -- ----·-·-··-- _ 
NAME or WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 
terminus at beer hall on right. 

ADA VEGETABLE CO-OP 
D.P. MUPARA and 
CHRISPEN CHIPENDO 
BOX 115 HUTOKO and 
BOX 85 MUTOKO 

Turn right in Hutoko after bus 

42.DATE & VEHUE OF TRAINING COURSE: HOVEHBER 1993 
HUPAHDAWAHA 

I.A.E. 

LOCATION OF WORKSHOP: 
RAHE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 

ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 

GIBBS HAHUFACTURIHG 
FRANK ZVEHYIKA and 
GALISTO KUKWATI 
BOX 66 MUPAHDAWAHA 

LOCATIOH OF PREMISES: Close to the far side of the 
bus terminus, down the hill on the right. 

DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: MARCH 1994 HASV!NGO 

lf.3. LOCnTION: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
co:asE PARTICI?ANT'S NAME: 
nDDRESS: 
TE!..EPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PR~HISES: 
le:t side of t~e main road. 

BI KITA 
SOKO-HUKANYA WELDING 
ELISHA Hf.RUHUR~ 
P.BhG 5GB BIKITA 
NYIKA 244 

Jusc past petrol s~ation on the 

~- Di-.~E & VENUE GF TRilINING COURSE: HI-.RCH l :-:-.; !l; . .s· .. .-rNGu 
L0ChTION: ZVISHhVhNE 
NnHE OF WORKSHOP: MUROHBED:I WELDERS 
COURSE PARTIC!?ANT'S NAHE: FRANCIS HUROHBEDZI 
ADDRESS: BOX 48 ZVISHAVANE 
TELEPHONE: ZVISHAVANE 3472 (HOHE) 
LO:ATION OF PREMISES: Approaching Zvishavane from 
Has~ingo turn off right to township and bus station, workshop is 
behind the bus terminus. 

UhTE & VENUE er TRAINING COURSE: HhRCH 199~ 

CHIREDZI 
HASVINGO 

LOCATION: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE fARTICIPhNT'S NAHE: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF PREMISES: 
Chiredzi just before shopping 
the way to the bus station. 

LIFE SOWING HINISTRIES 
BONIFACE KWENDA 
BOX 17 CHIREDZI 
CHIREDZI 3010 

Turn left off main road to 
centre, on the left hand side on 

DATE & VENUE OF TRAINING COURSE: HARCH 1994 
CHIV I 

HASVINGO 

LOCATION1 
NhHE OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAHE1 
ADDRESS: 

Z.E.S. 
DZIKAHAI GWAKU 
P.BAG 572 CHIBI 
24123 

TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF 

• xn ch.:.t.v.:1 town 
PREHl:SES. wmr·•·""f'{-mt . '• ... · mtzeW Czt _, 



DATE & VENU~ vf TRhINING CuURSE: 
LOCATION: 
NAME OF WORKSHOP: 
COURSE PARTICIPANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF ?REHISES: 

DATE & VENU~ OF TRAINING COURSE: 

LOCATION: 
NAME OF WORE5HOP: 
COURSE PARTI:!PANT'S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
LOCATION OF ?REMISES: . 
station commi~q from Hasvinqo. 

hnl"'- n ..1. ~ :· .. .... • .. -·-··--
DRIEFON'fEIN 
DRIEFONTEIN HETAL TRAINING 
IGNATIUS MEKI 
P.BAG 7001 HVUMA 
HVUHA 3003 

Part of the Driefontein Mission 

MARCH 1994 HASVINGO 
NYIKA 
HASHIRI WELDING 
NEWYEAR HASHIRI 
P.BAG 368 NYIKA 
NYIKA 244 
On the left after the petrol 

/+9. DATE & VE~;;E OF TRhINING COURSE: HARCH l 9S4 
LOCATION: BULAW~YO 

NAME OF WG~KSHOP: 
COURSE FA;~:CIFANT"S NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 

O.R.h.P. 
OBERT NDLGVU 
BOX 877 BYC· 
BYO :;:009 

LOCATION :r ~REHISES: 16 5oon Ave, 6km along Vic 
Falls rec.::. 

So_ DATE & VE!;::;; G! TR.;INING COURSE: HAR:::'.H :9~4 !1~3"JING0 

LOChTIGN: JERE~; 

N~HE Of ~:~KSHOP: TORONGA ZIH EN~INEERING 
COURSE f~~:::IFANT"S NAME: A. MhSIPIKI 
ADDRESS: P.BAG 115 Z :AKA 
TELEPHONE: JERE~A 262 
LOCATION ~r PREMISES: Turn right (neading south) 
after the petrol station before the shopping cent=e, follow the 
road past the bottle depot it's on the left. 

Gt. DATE hND VENUE 
NAHE /LOCnTION 

MARCH 1994 HASVINGO 
MASV!NGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
3 SThFF TRAINED 



ANNEX-4: MANUAL USED IN TRAINING PROGRAMME 



\VHEEL MAKING COURSE 

lVIASVIl'GO 

FEBRUARY 1994 

INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
BOX BW330 
BORROWDALE 
HARARE 



l\'IAKING \\'"HEELS Sli1TABLE FOR CAR TYRES (13,14,15 AND 16" 
WHEELS) 

To make ~he whe;: you need lOOx6 flat bar to fc~~ the rim, if you 
can not find a~; 100x6 flat you can always tend two piece~ of 
smaller flat c=:x6 or 65x6 or whatever you ca~ find) then weld 
them togethe~ a::er bending. The rim can be mace wider than lOOmm 
but not less. 

l\'IAKING THE \\lIEEL l\IADE FROI\'I ONE PIECE OF 100x6 FLAT. 

1. Fit the rcur.= tool to the bending machine 
and put the ~ollers in the inner position. 

2. Cut a piece ~f 100x6 flat bar to the correct length (see 
the cutting :able) . 

J. Bend the ends of the flat bars over another rim or an anvil 
to the corre=c curve. 
If you find :t easier you can leave the ends flat and 
cor.rect the~ after bending the rim. 

4. Mark the bars with chalk every 25mm. 

s. Zero the rnacjine. To do this, put a ~traight piece of bar 
that you are going to bend into the machine and screw up 
the stop un~:l it is just touching the lever arm. 

) 



6. Now check the settings table for the correc~ number of 
turns for tha ~heel size you want. 
Note: this is a rough guide, if the rim co~es out too big 
or too small :~en change the number of tur~s and use the 
~ew setting ::r the rest of the rims. 

7. 3end the ri= ~oving it through the machine from one chalk 
mark to the ~=xt. 

*-Oun't miss any ! 
*-Don't beni between the narks. 
*-Don't use =xcessive force to pull down ~~e lever. 
*-Keep the =~r straight through the machi~e. 

NOTE: If during =ending the rim looks like it is coming out the 
wrong size, ie :~e Nrong diameter, then continue bending DON'T 
change the set::~g half Nay through. 
If it's too big :he ri~ can be put through again with the stop 
turned down a l.~:~e bi:. If it's too small then either keep it 
to use on a s~a~~er tyre or open it out a little in a vice. 



7. The ends of the rim need to be harnnered so that they line up 
and fol:ow the curve of the rim prope~ly._ 

a.cut 2 ~ieces oE 16rnrn re-bar for the beads, see the cutting 
table for the correct lengths. 

9.Mark every 25mrn. 

10. Zer~ and bend in the same way as before, see the settins 
table for the correct number of turns. Check the fit on the rim 
and cut off the straight ends. 

Don't Held the~ to the rim yet. 

-Fll't'ISHING THE \VHEEL m THE ASSE~IBLY JIG-

11.Set the jig for the correct whe~l size. 

12.Fit ~~e ri~ and clamp it up. 

13.Weld the tNO ends together. 

14. Fit ::he hub on the col:"ri=ct guides anC. position it at the 
correc~ ~ight, ~easure the length frow the hub to the rim for the 
spokes. 

15.Cut six spokes from 50x50x6 angle Neld them in place. ~hey 
must be flush with the top edge of the rim. Remove the rim 
from the jig to complete the welding. 



16.Hammer one bead ring so that it is a good, but loose, fit 
011er ..... . 

~::e r1n. 

17.Tack •
spoke$;. 

to the edge of the rim that is fitted with the 

18.Cut six pieces of 50x6 or 50xa fla~ 50mm long and place 
:' them on the spokes next to the bead ~ing. Weld them to the 

bead. 



19.Drill 13mm holes to take 12mm bolts for clamping. 
Break the tacks and re~ove the bead ring, weld the pieces 
on the other side. 

20.Fit the other bead aid Held it to the other side of the 
rim. Weld it on the ecge of the rim allowing as much space 
as possible for the t~=e. 

21.Drill an 13mrn hole for the valve. 

22.Grind and smooth off a~y welds or burrs that could cause 
punctures. 



PUNCTURE PROOF \VHEEL FOR SCOTCH CARTS 
. __ , •. -· -~-

- . - . -- -·-
The wheel has 6 spokes and is basically an old style steel rim 
wheel but wi~~ a tyre tread streached over the rim to prevent 
soil erosion and allow quiet running on tar roads. 

1. ~easure t~e diameter of the old tyre ycu are going to use. 
To work out -=he length o( flat bar you need multiply this 
diameter you jave jusc measured by Pi (3.1~;. 
For example: 

If the ty~a is 600mm diameter then the length of flat bar you 
will need is: 600 x 3.14 = 1884mm 

2. Bend this length of bar in the bending ~achine using the 
number of ~urns you estimate will be required by looking at 
the callibration graph at the end of this manual as a 
guide. 

J. Fit the ri~ as best you can into the jig or make a 
dedicated jig. 

4. Make a hub as for a nor~al wheel. 

s. Weld in the spokes. Use 50x50x6 angle or stronger material. 

6. Cut the beads off the old tyre where the side wall is thin and 
easy to cut. 

7. Stretch i~ onto the rirn using levers and a hammer. It must be 
tight. 



KAKIIG WHEELS SUITABLE FOR 1s· MOTORCYCLE TYRES 

1. B!nd a former on the machine from any 6~m or 8mm flat bar. 
To do this: a) Cut a length 1366mm long. 

b) Bend as for a car tyre rim with the machine 
set at 6 & 1/4 turns. 

c) Weld up the ends of the rim and make sure 
it is a very good circle. 

d) Fit at least 3 pieces of round bar across 
the inside of the former to make it strong. 

2. Cu~ a piece of 50 mm flat 1412mm long and 2 pieces of 10 or 
12~m re-bar 1467mm long. 

3. Bend the flat and re-bar around the former, clamp the ends 
and weld them together. 

4. Fit one of the beads to the rim and weld in place. 
s. Clamp the rim in the jig with the bead pulled up against the 
clamping screws and fit the hub on the cen~re of the jig using 
the correct guide. The best type of hub to use is one that takes 
6205 bearings. 
6. Cut 6 pieces of 25x25x4 (or 25x25x5) angle to fit between the 
hub and the rim. Weld them in place with a flat face flush with 
the edge of the rim. (This is the same ;net.hod as used on the 
scotch cart rims). 
7. Cut 12 pieces of 25 wide flat 30mm long. 
8. Place the other bead on the rim and tack it i"l position. 
Place the pieces of 25mm flat on top of the spokes pushed up 
against the bead and w~;d thern to the bead. 
9. Drill through the angle pieces to take Smm bolts. 
11.Drill a valve hole. 
12.Remove t~e tack weld holding the twc halves together grind 

or file any ~elds or burrs that could cause punctures. 



MAKING A PCNCTURE PROOF HAND CART TYRE 

1. Cut a piece of 30xJOx4 ang:e 1800mm long. 

2. Mark it ~ith chalk every 25mm. 

3. Zero the machine then set :t to turns. 
(the rollers should be in ~he inner position) 

4. Bend the angle in the mac~ine, the ends should overlap when 
you are finished. 

5. Cla~p the whole piece in t~e jig so you can see where to cut 
off the ends to make a good Nheel. Mark where to cut off the 
ends. 

6. Cut the ends off Nhere you have marked then put the rim back 
in the jig and clamp it ~p. 

7. Weld the ends Nhere they join. 

8. Make a hub, 6205 bearings are best but a wheelbarrow type axle 
could be used. 



9. Fit c~e h~b c~:.o che cenc=e pose of :.~e jig using the correct 
guides. 

10. Meas~=~ :.~~ :~~g:.~ ~=~ :.~e s;~~es ~~= 

bar. 

13. Fit :.he tyre ~ith tyre levers. 

i\IAKil'G \\1IEELS FOR BICYCLE TYRES 

.. ·.-· 
. . . . -.~-. ~,· -: ~-~=#·~-~-~-.-~:__;> .. 

~ilx~~ 
1. Put :~e rclle=s ::i t.he outer posit.:~r.. 

J s;::cr:es from 12mm 

. I 

4. Zerc :.he te~jer o; p~t.:.:~g 

scre~:ng :.he s~op up u~:.:: 

a st.ra:.~~t: p:ece of angle in and 
i: jus:. :ouches :.he lever arm. 

5 For a 2 6" • -~ C-0 ~ sc~e· .. ; . 1 ••• - - • 

For - 23'' -.... -r.~~ ~ sere· .. : 

6. Be:id ::-.e .,._ : - .. ; ~ . 

:.:--.e st.op 
-·.-c,. 
'- .. - ---,... .::::> _..;:"" 

do· .. .-:-. 
jc· .. :-. 

turns, 
turns. 

7. Sec ::i.e j i.g ::. :.:-:<:: c::::-r.:::c:. size a:-.:: :: :.:. :.~.e ri;.1 Mark the 
rim where che e~ds s~c~:j ~e cut. cft. Re~o~e from the machine 
and cut ::iff t.he e:"'.ds. ::.:. t.he ri:il ba·::-: :.:-.:.o :.he jig and weld the 
ends tc~ether. 



The tyre should ce a tight 
by hand. 

on the ...... ---- ., dif::icult to fit 

8. Fit the hub to :he jig, =e3sure the c:s:ance from the inside 
of the rim :o :~e h~b. 

9. Cut 6 pieces 0: 12~= ro~~j ~ar (for s;:~es) :o this length. 

10.Weld in :he spokes. 

11.Drill a ~alve hole oppcsice :he welde~ joint. 
12.Remove a~y NeLd or burrs :ha: could c=~se punctures. 

\\"HEEL B.-\RRO\Y \\'HEELS 

-
.. 

I_:"-,-;;,,·,:. • • 

:~ ~·: ~;·.'!: ~·:>. 
-·< _,-

1. Cut a piece o~ JOxJOx~ angle 1300m~ -=~;. 

2. Zero the rnach:~e and se: :: :o :·.::-:1s. 

3. Mark the bar e~ery 25c= ~~d bend the:-:~. 

4. This ri~ will fit in 

5. Cut a length of pipe 
,. __ 
... .. J -

on the .. .... fl setting . 

:~e hub. 



.-\~XLES . .\.l'ID HUBS 

The followi~g axles and hubs can be made without using a lathe 
machine. 

SCOTCH C~?.~ HCB AND AXLE (TO TAKE 6208 9EARINGSl 

1. cut 3 inch pipe llOmrn long 
2£1/2 inch pipe 70mrn long 
1&1/2 inch pipe 72rnm long 

NOTE: :~e 1£1/2 inch pipe ~UST be s:ightly :onger than 
~je 2&1/2 inch pipe to prever.~ damage to the 
tearings ~hen the axle nut is ~ightened up. 

2. Slit the 3 inch pipe along the weld seam and nip it up so 
that the 5208 bearings are a tap fit in the pi9e. 

3. Drill 2 ~~les(as large as possible, eg 13m~ or more) in the 
3 inch p:?e and plug weld the 2&1/2 p:?e in place. 

" t''i. PIPE --

•• , ., ?1 ai:
'l" .. -

., /~24- STUD 
~y 

~ 
'Q I :::J-u.__,I_.___ ::o: 
-· ____ r_~- - \--·--' _:::-__. 



4. Cut a piece of ~OL.un BMS 2C01:1.m long and weld a 30 mm length 
of M20 studding to one end. Chamfer the studding well to 
give a strang weld. 

4. one bearing to the hub, drop in the 1&1/2 inch pipe and 
in the other bearing. ?ush the axle into the bearings 

5. Make 3ome dust cap~. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 
a) The s~all l&l/2 inch pipe is essential to 

prevent da~age to the beari~gs from over 
tightening, it must be longer than 
the 2&1/2 :nch pipe and the ends must be 
square. 

b) ~he beari~;s should be a light push fit on 
-.:he axle ;::::T a ha::ime!:" on fit. Use emery 
cloth to ~~lish the shaft if necessary 
appiy some oil so that the bearings slide 
fr-eely. 

c) The bea~i~~s should be a tap in fit into 
-.:.~e 3 inc~ pipe you ~hould NOT be able to 
push the~ :n by hand. 

J; Dust c~ps arc very important, take time to 
;r..::i.:.:e good :ines. 



HAND CART HUB A~D AXLE CTO TAKE 6205 BEARINGS) 

This is similar to the scotch cart axle but uses 6205 bearings 
and is construc~ed in the same way. A hand cart fitted with this 
axle will be able to carry up to 350kg on rough ground. 

2S-BM5 
'\ 

HOME MADE HANO CART HUB AND AXLE 
. 

7 ..... t\Olf. 

\·lP\PE 

It is possible ~o make a very strong and long lasting bearing for 
a hand cart us!~g mild steel. The design is shown below: 

b------@i 

· 32BM1 

, 
\OIW\111\ ~u NO ,. 

II 

2 ME.C\UM f\ PE 

Using 32mm BMS for the axle means that the cart can carry larger 
loads than the axle with 6205 bearings around 500kg. 

IMPORTANT: If you use this design make sure the weld seam is 
removed from the inside of the water pipe. The easiest way to do 
this is to grind the end of an old chisel or punch so that it can 
be used to carve or chisel out the weld. 

KUB ANO AXLE FOR BICYCLE TiPE WHEEL 

The same axles as the hand cart can be used for a cart or trailer 
fitted with the bicycle type wheel. 
~An ~lternative is to use a standard bicycle rear axle with a hub 
made from 1" pipe. Bicycle cones are tapped into the pipe to take 
the balls. Use light duty, thin wall pipe and cups from Victory 
stores Harare (address at the end of this manual) . 



SOl\'IE DESIGN TIPS FOR STRONG AXLES: 

1. Keep the wheel centre as close.to the box part of the axle 
as possible, ie. keep the stub short. 
But: 
Keep the wheel cen~re near the middle of the hub, in 
between the two bearings otherwise one bearing ~ay be 
taking most of the load. 

·" H5HOR.T 

,---- . ----i-· _.__ _ ___. _ _.,I 
I 

I r I 
! 

i 
I 

I~ L.ONt:. ·I 

I ., 

2. If you buy an axle that has been machined on a lathe (or 
you get one specially machined) make sure the s~ep on the 
shaft is radiused, not sharp, a sharp step will lead to the 
axle cracking at this point after some time. 

WEAK 

J. Weld the stub onto one half of the box part of the axle 
then fit the other half, don't just tack the stub in place 
then weld around the end with the box complete, the weld is 
sure to crack. If you are welding a broken stub then either 
open up the box and grind out the old stub or remove part 
of the box near the end to remove the old stub. If you must 
use the broken stub again then chamfer the ends and weld 
together removing the slag each layer of weld otherwise it 
will break again. 



4. When making your :~n scotch cart hubs fro~ ~i~e remember 
there will be dis:~rtion where the spokes are ~elded on to 
the hub pipe, ma~a sure that there is at least =~~ 
clearance bet~ee~ :he edge of the spoke and t~e ?lace for 
the beari~g. This is especially i~portant wi~h ;alvanised 
pipes since the z:~c tends to bubble up inside :~e pipe. 
Black pipe is bet:er and cheaper than galvanised. 

Correct position fer spokes Wrong/~eldi~; will 
distort pipe #here 
bearings :i-:. 

5. Dust caps full c: ;rease are very important. C;.~e fitted 
the farmer shoul~ ~at need to touch the beari~gs at all. If 
good dust caps ar~ fitted (that are difficult f:r the 
farmer to remove; :hen the axle and bearings ~i:: stay 
clean and last fer many years. If the qcick re:~ase nuts 
are fitted then ~~=n the cart gets a puncture i~ is easy to 
remove the tube a~1 the farmer will not be te~~~ed to 
remove the wheel :y the axle nut . 

. ' I 
' \ I 



6. Lock nuts or a loc~ing pin are es~ential. Never leave an * 
axle with_only on~ ~ormal nut it WILL come loose especially 
on the left side. 

7. When welding the axle with the bearings in place take care 
to fit the earth clamp to the axle NOT the r:~ otherwise 
the electricity w:ll have to go through the cea~ing and 
arcing will occur :n the bearing making it rough or seized 
and reducing its ::re. 

--------------------------------------------------------------



MATERIALS SUPPLIERS IN HARARE 

STEEL: BALDWINS (Southerton--Auckland Rd) 

LAYSAGHT (Harare--Aspindale) 

STEEL CENTRE 

BUDGET 

ENFIELD (Southerton--Plymouth/Hobbs Rd) 
(ENFIELD STOCK BRIGHT MILD STEEL (3MS) AND 
HIGH CARBON STEELS) 

PIPES: STEWARTS AND LLOYDS (Harare--Leopold Taka•ira/Bute St) 

J.MANN (Southerton--Plymouth/Hobbs Rd) 

SIYASO (Also a good source of water pipe for hubs) 

NUTS, BOLTS, STUDDING AND WASHERS: 

C.T. BOL~S (Earare--Leopold Takawira /Bute St) 

GLYNNS (Workington--Bristol Rd) 

GRF~TEROX WASHERS (Harare--Mbuya Nehanda S~/Rudd St) 

NEW BEARINGS: I.A.E. in Hatc~iffe have a supply of ch~ap new 
bearings imported from china. 

M1:HINING SERVICES: 

Most machining services in Harare are very expensive. 
The cheapes~ yet found that do a good job are: 

D.I.C. Engineering, 
Gazaland. 
Next to Mushandira Pamwe Bus Garage 
254th Street 
Left off Willowvale Road after ~udget steel. 

Cold comfort farm, 
Tynewald 
Turn left just before the new bridge 



The following t~ble gives approximate diameters of water pipes 
and is useful for designing your own hubs. 
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A more accurate value for 
the bore of the pipe can 
be found using: 

O/D minus 2 x thickness 

eg. for 3" light pipe 
88.3 minus 6.5 = 81.8 
not 80mt! shown as nominal 
bore. 
That is why the 3" pipe 
must be cut and nipped up 
to give exactly 80mm. 
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BS 1387 Tubes arc C1vailable. selr colour, vilrnished, or galvanised, with plain ends, bevelled ends or screwed and coupled. 
Our stocks normally consist of r.elf colour tub6s with ~lai;1 ends, r:;lus :;omc oalvanised tubes with plain ends and some varnished 
i:crewcd and coupled. \ 
The above charts are based on self colour tubes .,.ith plain er.ds. 
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The following are sizes and numbers of deep groove ball bearings 
some of which can be used as wheel bearings. 
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TYRE SIZE LENG'l'H OF FLAT L£NGTH OF RE-BAR 
---------------------------~-------~-----~-----

13 INCH 983mm 1300:;im 

14 INCH 1065mm 1400!lm 

15 INCH 1140mm 1500::tm 

16 INCH 1230mm 1600:am 

18 INCH 1412mm 1460:im 

26"& 28" 2400mm of angle 

TYRE SIZE TURNS FOR RIM TURNS FOR ROUND BAR 

13 INCH 

14 INCH 

15 INCH 

16 INCH 

18 INCH 

26 INCH 

28 INCH 

SCANIP.. WHEEL 

WHEELBARROW WHEEL 

The above is a rough guide, the exact number of turns will d~pend 
on the quality of the steel being used. 

If the rim comes out the wrong diameter change the number of 
turns a small amount and use this ne~ setting. Once the machine 
is set correctly bend all the rims at once that you need from a 
batch of steel on this setting rather than just bending rims for 
one wheel then changing the setting for another size then back 
again etc. ~ 
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ANNEX 5: DESIGN DETAILS OF OX-CART ANO AXLE 
ASSEMBLY 
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ANNEX 6: MEASUREMENT OF LOADS ON OX-CART 
WHEELS 



ANNEX 6: MEASUREMENT OF LOADS ON OX-CART WHEELS 

Loads were measured by attaching strain-gauges to the stub axle of a wheel-axle assembly 
and carrying out static calibration tests to relate the strain-gauge outputs to the loads acting 
on the wheel. The gauges were mounted in such a way that the verticai and side loads 
acting o'l the wheel could be separated and also the net stress on the axle measured. 

Results were recorded on a data logger (Campbell Scientific Typ€ 21 X) owned by IAE. This 
can give outputs of dynamic strain variation if linked to a computer, but unfortunately the 
software needed to do this was not available. A built-in programme was therefore used to 
measure the frequency of occurrence of stress (and therefore load) levels in different band 
widths. If enough measurements are taken, this gives a reasonably accurate record of the 
range of impact loads on the wheel and axle and how frequently they occur. Six bands were 
used to cover the full range of loads acting on the wheels. Spot checks were also made using 
a storage oscilloscope (part of the instrumentation for the wheel test-rig) to record the 
dynamic strain variation (and hence impact loads) when running over particularly bumpy parts 
of the test track. 

Tests were carried out on an ox-cart pulled by two donkeys. The total all-up weight (cart 
weight .- load +operator) of the cart was 590kg. Tests were carried out on two surfaces: 

• a reasonable earth track with some rocky sections; 

• off-track on fairly rutted and uneven ground. 

Two series of tests were carried out: 

• June 1982, io establish testing techniques and procedures and to obtain preliminary 
measurements of wheel leads; 

• July 1993, to obtain more comprehensive results of wheel and axle loads for 
different types of tyres. 

A further series of tests were carried out in September 1994 to investigate the performance 
of puncture-resistant tyres. These did not separat~ out the wheel loads but compared the 
levels of impact loading for different tyres and were a useful comparison for the earlier test 
resu!ts. 

Results 

Impact loads acting on wheel and axle are shown in Figure: AS. 1 for 1 pneum~tic 
tyre and solid-rubber tyre. The results show that the range of impact loading for the 
solid-rubber tyre is almost double ti-tat for the pneumatic tyre. showing the beneficial 
cushioning effect of pneumatic tyres. This means that cart components such as 
wheels, axles and frame must be substantially stronger if pneumatic tyres are not 
used. in order to cope with the higher impact loads. This is of importance in 
developing puncture-resistant tyres which are unlikely to have thP. same level of 
cushioning a::; pneumatic tyres. 

The fatigue strength of welded joints depends mainly on the range of stress acting 
at the joint and therefore on the range of loading as shown in the Figure. The 
analysis of wheel strength is complicated by the fact that the rotation of the wheel 
also causes variation of stress. The dynamic variation of load superimposed on the 
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cyclic variation of stress with wheel rotation produces a complex, random stress 
va1iation which is difficult to analyse. An approximate method of analysis has been 
developedz which estimates the allowable stress range at the welded joints at the 
rated load capacity of the cart. A desirable service life is set for the cart and a history 
of loading assumed {since it is not economical to design the cart to carry the 
maximum rated load all the time). The following assumptions we1e made: 

• desirable service life of cart 15,000km (10 to 15 years); 
• load history - 10% of time at full load {1,200kg) 

- 50% of time at 60% of load 
- 40% of time at 40% of load 

Using these assumptions and data on fatigue strength of welded joints taken from 
British Standard BS5400: Pt.10: 1 S80 the allowable stress range for the welded joints 
of the wheel can be estimated. This gives the following range of design stress at the 
welded joints: 

• Class F 1 weld {good quality fillet weld) 

• Class F 2 weld {poor to average 
fillet weld) 

- 75 MPa for pneumatic tyre 
- 64 MPa for solid rubber tyre 

- 65 MPa for pneumatic tyre 
- 56 MPa for solid rubber tyre 

These allowable design stresses can be used to check that a design of wheel is 
strong enough by measuring the range of stress at the critical welded joints of the 
wheel in a static test on the wheel test rig. 

Side loads acting on the wheel are showr. in Figure A5.2. The main effects of 
these loads are: 

• they can cause high stresses in the wheel at the welded joints between the spokes 
and hub and possibly cause failure at the weld; 

• because they act at the outside of the tyre, they apply a large moment on the axle 
and wheel bearings. They therefore have a significant influence on the strength of 
the axle and of the bearings. 

Because the side loads can act in either direction on the wheel, they produce a 
relatively large stress range which needs to be carefully checked in relation to the 
fatigue strength of the axle and the welded joints at the hub of the wheel. 

Resultant stresses in the axle from both the vertical and side loads on the wheel 
are showr1 in Figure A5.3. The measured stresses are only about 60 to 70% of the 
values CC?lculated from the vertical and side loads applied to the axle. This suggests 
that the loads may not act in phase. However, the results indicate that the stresses 
in the axle caused by the side loads are at least three times those caused by the 
vertical loads on the wheel. Using the results to check the strength of the axle for a 
design load of 1,200kg (all-up weight of cart plus load) shows that a 40mm diameter 
axle is adequately strong for both pneumatic and solid-rubber tyres, whereas a 35mm 
diameter is only just strong enough for pneumatic tyres and not strong enough for 
solid-rubber tyres. 

Ron Dennis; Procedures used in the Analysis and Testing of Wheels; I. T. Transport report No. 273. 
October 1990. 
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ANNEX7: STA TIC LOAD TESTING OF DETACHABLE-BEAD WHEEL 

In order to check the strength cf a wheel the stress range at the critical welded joints 
must be meC'c;ured and compared with the allowable design stresses derived in Annex 6. 

A prototype of the detachable-bead wheel with four angle-section spokes was constructed 
and strain gauges attached to the spoke and rim close to the welded joint between the 
two members. The wheel was mounted in the wheel test-rig {see Phase 1 report) and 
loaded up to 480kg. The wheel was then rotated through one revolution (360 degrees) 
and strains measured at 30 degree intervals to determine the stress variation in the 
wheel. 

The results are shown in Figure Ao.1 {i). The highest stress variation was found in the 
rim close to the weld either side of the spoke. The highest stress range measured was in 
Gauge 1 as follows: 

Strain range at 480kg load = -200 to +150 = 350 
Stress range at 480kg load = 71.8 MPa 
Stress range at design load of 600kg = 86 MPa 

This exceeds the allowable stress range of 75 MPa for the wheel with a pneumatic tyre. 
The wheel was therefore modified by adding two additional spokes to provide more 
support for the rim. 

The results for the six-spoke wheel are shown in Figure A6.1 {ii) giving the following 
stress range: 

Strain range at 480kg load= -70 to +40 = 110 
Stress range at 480kg load = 22.6 MPa 
Stress range at des:gn loaa of 600kg = 27 MPa 

It is seen that increasing the !"'umber of spokes to six has a large effoct in reducing the 
stress at the critical welds and the stress range is now well within the allowable limit. 

The spokes couid actually be reouced in section to reduce weight and cost. The 
prototypes were made with spokes of 50x50x6mm angle whereas the design being 
produced by trained workshops use'i 50x50x5 angle. 
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ANNEX 8: DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF PUNCTURE-RESISTANT TYRE 

As explained in Section 6.5 it was decided to explore the possibility of developing a solid or 
semi-solid rubber ty:-e in order to simplify manufacture and avoid the need for expensive 
moulds. This might take two basic forms: 

• a scrap tyre with side walls partially cut away with additional rubber section(s) fitted 
inside to improve cushioning; 

.. a tyre formed by bonding a retread section onto a rubber backing ring which might 
be solid or semi-solid. 

The tyres tested to date are shown in Figure A7.1. The upper illustration shows a scrap tyre 
with side-walls cut away fitted directly onto a steel rim. The lower one shows a prototype of 
the second form with a retread section bonded onto a rubber rir.g. This is fitted onto a steel 
rim and held in position by steel rings or beads. However, testing showed that the tyre tends 
to twist off the rim when cornering under load and it is likely that it will need to be bonded 
onto the rim. 

The important factors governing the performance of tyres of towed vehicles are their rolling 
resistance and cushioning properties. 

Rolling resistance is im,:iortant in determining the draught needed to pull the cart. On level 
ground the load capacity of the cart will depend on the rolling resistance of the tyres and the 
draught available from the animals. On firm ground rolling resistance is dependent on 
hysteresis losses in the tyre as it distorts under load and on energy losses from vibrations 
(impacts) set up by the roughness of the ground. Flexible tyres, such as pneumatic tyres, 
therefore tend to give more benefits on rougher ground because of their cushioning 
properties. On soft ground, rolling resistance is dependent mainly on the sinkage of the tyre 
into the ground and the energy used up in compressing the ground. Flexible tyres therefore 
give an advantage by distorting and spreading the load over a !arger area of ground to 
reduce sinkage. Pneumatic tyres tend to perform better on soft surfaces at low inflation 
pressures because the increased tire distortion reduces sinkage. 

The cushioning properties of the tyre affect rolling resistance on rougher tracks and also the 
level of impact loads transferred from the tyre to the wheels and the cart structure. 
Cushioning is therefore important in reducing the severity of shock loading on the cart, 
particularly at joints, and in providing a smoother operation of the cart. 

The prototype solid rubber tyres we:e tested to compare their performance with pneumatic 
tyres and also with steel rim/tyres. Each set of tyres was fitted to the wheals of an ox-cart 
and the cart towed over a number of test tracks of different roughness. The towing force was 
measured by fitting a strain-gauged link in the line transferring the towing force from the 
animals to the cart. A programme built into the data logger was used to average the force 
out over 1 minute periods (approximately 80m of track). The imp;1ct loads transferred from 
the tyres were measured by strain-gauges attached to the axle. 

The results of the test are shown in Figure A7.2. 

Comparison of rolling resistance of tyres. On smooth surfaces there is little difference 
between the towing forces for the solid scrap tyres and the pneumatic tyres but on the 
rougher earth track the pneumatic tyres give a significant advantage. The retread tyre has 
a hi~her rollin'J resis.tance than the scrap tyre on smooth tracks, probably because of greater 



Scrap tyre with sidewalls cut away, fitted over a steel rim 

Tyre formed by vulcanising a strip of retread section onto a rubber ring 

Figure A 7.1: PROTOTYPES OF PUNCTURE-RESISTANT TYRES 
TESTED IN THE PROJECT 
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hysteresis losses in the thicker rubber section, but the difference is not as great on the 
rougher track. The solid rubber tyres show an inaeasing improvement over a steel tyre as 
the ground gets rougher. No tests were carried out on soft surfaces such as sand or mud 
but it would be expected that towing forces for pneumatic tyres would re 30 to 40% less than 
for the solid tyres, rubber and steel, which would be roughly the same. Average values 
would be 180kg for pneumatic tyres and 250kg for solid tyres. However. these are very 
dependent on the softness of the surface. 

Comparison of impact loads. It is clear that the sorld rubber tyres are considerably better 
than steel tyres, even witt' their limited cushioning capacity. The benefits of pneumatic tyres 
are more apparent for higfler impacts caused by running over rocks, pot-holes etc. 

Conclusion 

The solid rubber tyres are a considerable improvement over steel tyres. It is surprising that 
the saap solid tyre performed slightly better than the retread version since it would be 
expected that the greatt:r rubber thickness of the latter would provide more cushioning. 
Although the solid rubber t'/feS do not perform as well as pneumatic tyres it is considered that 
the difference in performance is within a range which can acceptably be balanced against 
their benefit of being puncture-resistant. It seems possible that the performance of the tyres 
may be improved by fitting a semi-solid rubber layer between the tread and rim to increase 
flexibility. This is one of the possibilities whici1 will be investigated further. 
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ANNEX9 

i~r i~trodu:t!on and invi~~ti~n l!st. s~~ a~:~ched l~tter ~a~ed 
?3.l::!.'33. 

;:;-:? op•rn day was at.tende·:f by the !'.ol lo~in<;: 

-:. H~t1.venqa 
ii. Machaai re 
s. K-ilu:aans1 
t.Hupunga 
!Uf~puza 

J.Chinbadz"a 
Shc.mbare 

:1.1tapako 
·1.Gollibe 
:t 5diull!a.::he r 
'l.flu•,mt19an i r•.1a 
:1.t,::.of 
~-Hush:iike 
!.l\amb.:i 
'.1. 'Ii:' l .a 
. \.!i=.:;:i.:t 

ORGANISA'l"IO:l 

A.H.S. 
iLH.S. 
U.N.r.r.::.H. 
u.D.P. - n.R.O.A. 
DDP-AROA Ch~kwa~a dairy proj~~t 
Wc1n~n • s Sureau 
Hr.::n~!l • s Bureau 
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Cold Co~for~ F~r~ 
Cold Comfort ~ir~ 
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Wo£~n·s :ns~itut~ 

~~~~n's rnsci~~~e 
! .. T.!J.(j. 
:i:.T.D.G . 
... !~h1;0 

Hlr. 9re•,.,1:s int:-odu;;:e•l th.e pcojt:H~~, :1i.ving i:;; ai::::; 3n'1 
i;;j~-: ~: i;es. Th~ idea of t.he open da:; was st.ated (as co•;.,ne 1 in 
:.hoe in·.ritation l~tter). 
?tt:.sing- Hatitye t!:l~n ex~l3i.~o.d thP. tl"ci\S?·~rt devic~3 C~1 sr·:-~'i on~ 
:;7 o:-,.~ e:icplaininq their r~!r;van•::e t•' t:i.~ projer,~ a:::.::f i~-:i~.:'..n·; 
"=·>:1::11!nts on each devict?. 
i~~ visitors were then shewn t:hP. test ri.:: (which wa: at. th~ :i~e 
t!sttn9 r.ew b~.arings impocu:d from :::hin;; ar:d tl\e wJ;~~l h::::·~inr; 
~'iUipm"n: was doemon::i~ratr::~ . 
.i\1:111 er:?wis th>!n e:<:plain~d that. i! an1 ·~= the visit:>n fe!: :.h:~t 
tr.~ ".,, .. ec• could ass1·" .... r.""·r··'l ..,, .. h ··'"''/ cf'- t~1,,,:- ····~~ .. -·:··-r"""J ""' J\... .... ~ .. ""'- c..... - -·IC" ...... :.'-·~,.; .... - ... 
transport. net!dS this w~z a;1 id~.al. f.1.-;illC.y for th~-r: t•:: ·:!~·:s!.·;~ 
t.~eir i~eas int.:1 ·11orking p:-od•..ii:::t.s. 

~l).!'~l:!!_i 00...!J_ 

Al·~ \ ..... ough t.he visitor!: claiO•HI t..!H:y ver~ i.12?res£~ 1 ~i:.h t.li·~ o~c:n 
~~'l a~tual hard resul~s w~:-e very r~w. 

!. Hdzhco were i~press~d wi~h :h~ qu~lLty o~ th~ Scot~hc~=ti and 
w~~ld like to stock them if ~h~ fric~ ~as l~ucred. eel~ Co~for~ 
?~~a Will quote. 
'=·>l(r Comtort had put; in a tf':ndP.: !-ji: 901) whe~l~~rrc~;3 f,;:: a 
~:cj~ct i·ft Zi111babwe an~ L,1:· •1°• t~- ~-~·~-~ d~s·~~ •• 91 't' A .C,. loo ~ - •Ii. ''* ;.' - I ,) ._ ·- i.., - - ..,, • • 

·•: 2• Uo11~n's Bur.aau "'n" Mom .... 1···s ! .......... ,.. .... \t'·U,'-' i 1'r:.a t'" l'""·"'l·.._ • .,. ':.111l • ,. a \4 rr r.;;, ,,~ ...... ,,..._ __ v -·• .-.j,,·- :.1 - ._. ·•• 

at~~h-~a group of our woa~r.·. If r.his evo!i.- happt!ns it ;Aa'J gl.Vi! 
~ P-•l•ct a chance to di••••• id••• with oar• ood •••••· 



3. ARDA dl~cus~ed speci(ic ijeas but it was i~fassib!e Lv 5~C ~ 
ccm~itn~nt fro~ t~e~ re. furt~er •~rk. It is p:~cab~y bett~~ ~~ 
work direct wlt~ the individual ~r~j~c~s eg. tl~a~!ra. 

an<! ARDA Mctoko. 

t. Nutural P.esou:ces w~uld l~~~ us to ~ork on a ~~ry ch~ap =xl~ 
cne step up f:o• t.he woo•ien cnes :set?n in sa:ie parts of the 
•::ount.ry. M~ntia:i was also aude of an int~rvie;.1 f:>: Z.B.C. 

Although the idea of an o~en day se~~ed a good ~~~ i~ ~as '!~Y 
difficult to get any ti:m co~~i~mcnt from •~st iccp!e. Re~3ll 
outle~s prefer to deal dire•:t. '9'itll ;nanufactu.:ers and .:.ne .;c':. th~ 
impression tbat :or eh~ projects it ~~s just a !ay out. 
How~vcr project visibility h.:.s in.;r~ased vhit:h gay r~salt. in sc.rne 
Cuture enquiries. 

Pr~pared by: Alan Brewis. 
January 1994. 



ANNEX 10: DRAWINGS OF TRANSPORT DEVICES 
DEVELOPED IN PROJECT 

• wheelbarrow 
• waterbarrow 
• handcart 
• waterbowser 
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AU. DIMENSIONS IN (MM) 

OTtiERWlSE STATED 
WATER BARROW 

SCALE: 1mm to 10mm DATE: 12 JULY 1994 
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